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Gifts tempt
students to
buying firm
By TERESA CAVINESS
M6re than 200 James Madison University students have
responded to postcards offering gifts ranging from stereo
sound systems to mystery prizes, according to representatives
of Key Save Inc.
The mystery prize is an order form promising 15-30 percent
savings on text and technical books.
The New Jersey-based company is attempting to enlist
students as members of their buying service. Key Save, one
distributor of the Executive Buying Service, guarantees up to
40 percent savings to members on over 250,000 products
usually sold in retail stores.
The company claims to save the consumer money because
they purchase products directly from factories and
manufacturers, thus eliminating overhead and "middle-man"
costs.
After a JMU student informed the Harrisonburg Chamber of
Commerce last week about the buying service, Sandy Fultz, a
receptionist there checked with the Better Business Bureau in
the company's hometown of Cranberry, N.J.
The Bureau reported that Key Save is an independent
franchised distributor for the college market. According to
Fultz, such a business does not need a license to operate here.
Postcards were sent to JMU juniors, seniors and graduate
students—these students who will soon experience the reality
of purchasing products at tremendously marked-up retail
prices, according to Rick Closson, sales representative. The
names were obtained from the student directory, he added.
THE FREE gifts were designed to make students curious
enough to call the toll free number on their postcard for an
appointment with the representatives. Then students were
asked to meet the salesmen at the Harrisonburg Howard
Johnson's in a motel room to hear the sales pitch.
The vacation trip prize offers free accomodatiora for two
people for three days and two nights in the winner's choice of
one of 14 cities across the United States—from Miami to San
Francisco. Closson told the winners of the vacation trip that

^CONGRATULATIONS!
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PRIZE

TEASING the referees was a popular antic
of Curly Neale and the Harlem Globetrotters
as the team brought their renown skills to

N? 26643
ENTITLES
TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING GIFTS
7. PORTABLE COLOR TV
2. HOME MOVIE OUTFIT
3. STEREO SOUND SYSTEM
4. MYSTERY PRIZE
5. VACATION CERTIFICATE FOR TWO
6 TRANSISTOR RADIO

they would have to furnish their own transportation and would
receive more information about their gifts in the mail.
CLOSSON SAID he sees about 50 students each day in small
groups. He flips f lashcards that explain the service and tries to
enlist membership at $60 per year for the next 10 years.
Initially, Closson tells students they can expect to spend at
least $100,000 within their lifetimes on retail purchases at
current prices. At least 38 percent of the price paid at such
stores is the mark-up for overhead and there is also a two
percent increase for profit, he said. After this explanation, he
offers students a chance to leave if they are not interested in
the service.
Later in the presentation, Closson reveals that the dues are
actually $600 for lifetime membership plus an additional $36
fixed fee per year. Students are able to finance the membership fee at their convenience, but must pay the $36 fee at
that time, he said.
ADMINISTRATIVE expenses are covered by the membership fees, according to Closson. An alternate membership
plan for those not in college costs $186 per year.
(Continued on Page 9)
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Godwin Hall Tuesday night and smiles to the
faces of fans young and old. For more photos,
see pages 6 and 7.

Knifing
Bystander still wonders
'why me?'after incident
By VANCE RICHARDSON
Ed Pitts is still wondering why he was
stabbed across the street from a party be was
attending Saturday night.
"I've been thinking about it alot," the James
Madison University senior said in an interview
in his Health Center room. "Why me? I was
just an innocent bystander. I'm still not sure
what the whole thing was about."
Lt. H. B. Myers of the Harrisonburg Police
Department Is investigating the stabbing.
There have been no arrests, but Myers said he
is trying to identify the assailant.
Pitts said he walked to the side of the house
where he had been attending a party near the
intersection of Main and Liberty streets. After
hearing a commotion across Liberty Street,
Pitts decided to investigate.

Apparently the commotion occurred when
four students moved a parked car that was
blocking another student's car.
Pitts said he was standing by when a man
rushed up and started pushing people who had
gathered around the car.
When the assailant pushed Pitts and began
kicking at him, he decided he'd better move on.
It was only after Pitts had crossed the street
that he realized he had been stabbed. "It didn't
really hurt until I saw it" he said. "I thought
he'd just pushed me."
Pitts was taken to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital with a severed muscled in his left arm
and a six-inch gash on the side of his chest. He
is unsure how many stiches he had, but said
there were at least 23 on the outside of his chest
wound.
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Pole people?
Harrisonburg residents
and member* of the
"PurceU Park Neighborhood Association"
dressed like poles to
protest the Harrisonburg Electric Commission's decision to
construct a W.OOO-volt
power line in the PurceU
Park area.
HEC officials have
said this route is the
most economical one,
but
PurceU
Park
residents are concerned
since the line will run
through a single-family
residential neiglv
borhood and along the
edge of a city park.
HEC officials agreed
Tuesday to reconsider
the location.

Student activities fund to increase by $ 14,000
By CINDY ELMORE
Next
year's
Student
Government
Association
budget wiU receive a $13$14,000 hike as the result of an
increase in student activities
fees here, it was reported at
Tuesday's
SGA
senate

ALSO APPROVED was a
proposal to finance 50 percent
of the campaign expenditures
incurred by candidates for
executive and honor councils,
providing the candidate's
name appears on the ballot
and his or her expenditures

next year a now up to
university President Dr.
Ronald Carrier, since the plan
has been approved through all
other administrative channels.
PROPOSALS TO permit ID

$204,000 to be distributed to student organizations
in SGA budget hearings next month
meeting.
Each student will pay an
additional $2 a semester,
increasing total yearly activities fees from some
$190,000 to $203-5204,000, which
will be distributed to student
organizations in SGA budget
hearings next month.
Senators
approved
a
proposal to purchase a $525
reel-to-reel tape recorder to
be lended to the Porpoise Club
on a yearly basis. The finance
committee amended the
original proposal to allow the
SGA to own the tape recorder
for
insurance
purposes,
committee member C.R.
Suddith told senators.

are approved by the campus
elections committee.
Tentative
prices
for
alternate dining hall contracts
were presented by Mark
Davison, food services advisory committee chairman.
If only a mandatory 21-meal
contract is offered, the cost to
students will be $410 per
semester, a $28 increase froii.
the current semester.
If optional 14-meal contracts are offered, the per
semester cost wUl be $393,
while the rate for 21-meal
contracts will go up to $427,
Davison said.
He added that the decision
to permit optional contracts

transfers to Duke's Grill on
weekends and at 11:30 a.m.
for weekday lunches, rather
than the current ID acceptance one hour later,
"looks like they are definitely
out," Davison said. "Mr.
(Robert) Griffin (food services director) was all for it.
HA^id, Dr. Carrier was opposed ""to Tt because of "Chris
Sachs (Student Activities
Coordinator.) So we're apparently at a dead end unless
Chris Sachs changes his
mind."
Davison later explained that
Sachs was opposed to the ID
transfers because it would
create longer lines for Duke's

Grill,
thereby
inhibiting
student
attendance
at
programs in the Warren
University Union ballroom.
He added that in addition to
Sachs, Duke's Grill Manager
Joe Erickson also is opposed
to the ID transfers.
In other business. Finance
Committee Chairman Gil
Salyer resigned from the SGA.
AT LAST balance, the
contingency account contains
$5,400, including a $554 deposit
from the sale of uncollected
books from the SGA used
booksale, Treasurer Jeff
Bolander told senators. The
books were sold to a Missouri
firm.
Four new proposals were
presented and sent to committees for consideration.
Sam Nixon proposed the
SGA offer 60 $25 grants to
faculty members who want to
invite students into their
homes for "social development." The grants would be
available on a first come, first
served basis, he added
A proposal to cut SGA
executive council salaries to
$1,200 for president, and $1,000

for all other officers, was
presented by Lynn Tipton.
Al Wilner proposed that
consultation and consent be
required by a majority of the
senate before any contingency
account funds are spent by
members of the executive
council, and Jeb Ramsey
proposed the SGA grant $300
to the Water Polo club for a
tournament.
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The reigning popularity
leader in jewelry fashion,
we have styles galore for
you to choose from in
14K Gold. 12K Gold
Filled or Sterling Silver.
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Outdoor dining for Salads Plus
to be provided as weather warms
By
JOE
SCHNECKENBURGER
Dine outdoors on the
Chandler Terrace .. . Munch
on salad to live music . .. Eat
a fancy, catered dinner of
steamship
round
while
listening
to
live
entertainment—all on your
dining hall contract. All you
have to do is punch your ID in
Chandler'sShenandoah
Room.
Sound far-fetched? Not
according to Pete Napolitano,
coordinator of special events
and manager of Salads Phis.
This is only a sampling of his
plans for the Salad Bar.
Beginning with the first
warm, dry day, and continuing on a regular basis,
tables will be provided on the
terrace just outside Salads
Phis, overlooking the lake.
"People at their discretion
will be able to take their food
and eat outside," Napolitano
said.
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"PEOPLE at their discretion will be able to take their food and
eat outside," said Pete Napolitano, manager of Salad's Plus.

BETWEEN 160 and ISO
chairs will be set up on the
terrace, doubling the seating
capacity of Salads Phis.
Napolitano said he expects
attendance to climb to at least
600 students per day in the
spring, compared with the
less than 400 students per day
that Salads Plus feeds during
the winter.
Napolitano will rely mostly
on the honor system to
prevent theft and to keep
people from sneaking in
through the terrace without
going through the checker.
But, he said, "If it gets to the
point when it is being abused,
I'll dose it down."
Napolitano will keep close
inventory
on
dishes,
glassware and silverware
(Continued on Page 12)

JIMMY HARMON is one of at least Mf students expected to
frequent Salad's Phis this spring.

RIDE WITH
THE WINNER.

IIIC NARK-IT
Featuring

$177.9$

TOPS FOR EVER YONE
From Fashion Tops to. T-shirts
(long & short sleeve)
And Other Accessories

■

Specializing In Transfers
-lettering and numbering
-Greek lettering
-custom printing
NOW INTRODUCING: Night Shirts- Soccer Shirts
XXL & XXXL T-Shirts
Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from Any:
Slide

Photo

JO-9 Mon.Sat.

«M>

Drawing
Album Cover
color or blk./wht.

Clipping

434-4824 Located in Valley Mall
•**/\W:-1v^>VK*W<,v**^^^

Raleigh Reliant
That's just one of the terrific Raleigh and Rampar
bicycles, for all agesand every price range, we have
for you. Corne see them today.

MARK'S BIKE

19U S COLLEGE AVE HA/t/tlSONBUHO. VA

BICYCLES-MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE
THC PEDAL PEOPLE TUB PfDAL M-OPLBA

454-5151
S
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Only the students' hairdressers know for sure
Puffing their hands in the hair of someone else is a risk taken by the employees
of the 50 Harrisonburg haircutting establishments
By TRICIA FISCHETTI
HaintllBg-Bee Barken;
AIM Beauty Saaaas.
Beaaty Salons: AltK Beauty
Salon.
Beauty
Chateau,
Beauty Palace, lac Beaaty
Spat ...

Harrisonburg it inundated
with haircutting estabhshments. A look in flat city phone
book's yellow pages shows
there to be 50. But the fact that
they are all listed in the
directory
ends
their
similarity.
Some are for men, some for
women and some for both.
Some take walk-ins, while
others require appointments.
Some are part of a larger
chain and others are independently owned.
There is always an dement
of risk involved in placing
your hair in the hands of
someone else. For this reason,
many
James
Madison
University students arrange
their haircuts or hairstyling
with trips home, so they can
go to a familiar place.
KAREN
JOHNSON,
a
sophomore, said she returns
to the same hairstylist at
home because she is "more
comfortable there."
For those who need frequent
cutting and styling and don't
go home often enough, a visit
to a Harrisonburg hair stylist
is the answer.
Command Performance in
the Valley Mall estimates that
an average of eight out of 30
daily customers are JMU
students. Male and female
customers are taken on a
walk-in basis. Waiting time
varies for one of the five
haircutters, according to a
receptionist
there,
with
Saturday being their busiest

Offering a 10 percent
discount to JMU students with
their ID, Command Performance charges $14 for a
shampoo, cut and blow dry.
Perms range from $36 to $40.
Command
Performance
uses heavy advertising and
Cathy Carlson, a JMU senior,
who recently visited the
business for the first time,
said "the advertising got me."
SHE SAID she probably will
return to Command Performance because of the time
her haircutter spent showing
her how to style her new cut.
Full Tilt in downtown
Harrisonburg's Court Square
Village is another popular
haircutting place for JMU
students An appointment is
not necessary, but Jane Van
Orden, part owner and
manager of Full Tilt, said that
it is always safest to make
one.
About one-third of Full Tilt's
customers are from JMU, Van
Orden estimated. She also
said that about one-third of
their total clientele are male.
There are three apprentice
stylists at Full Tilt who charge
between $10 and $12.50 for a
shampoo, conditioning, cut
and blow-dry. One of their 10
regular
stylists
charges
between $12.50 and $15.
Full Tilt does not offer a
regular student discount but
often runs newspaper discount
coupons, according to Van
Orden.
BETSY PERDUE, a JMU
freshman, went to Full Tilt
recently on the recommendation of a friend. She
said she enioyed "the extra
time and the special treat-

ment" they gave ber.
Hair Mates at 381 N. Mason
St. requires appointments for
perms, which range from $25
to $45 depending on hair
length. Appointments are not
necessary for cuts.
The base price for a
shampoo, cut and blow-dry by
one of their six hairstylists is
$8.75 at Hair Mates. They
charge more for longer hair.
Debbie Pence estimates
that 75 percent of their
customers are JMU students
with over half of them being
male students. "I think guys
feel more relaxed here," she
said.
Hair Affair on 337 N. Main
St. takes appointments and
walk-ins, with Friday being
their busiest day. About 10
percent of their customers are
from JMU, according to
Francis Morris, receptionist.

A SHAMPOO, cut and blowdry is $11 at Hair Affair, and
they offer perms for $20, $25
and $30.
Some enterprising JMU
students who know how to cut
hair offer their services to
friends on campus.
Blase Yannuzzi picked up
tips from her aunt, a hairstylist, and from watching
friends getting haircuts.
Through
word-of -mouth,
Yannuzzi now has a clientele
of about 10 to 15 guys who she
estimates come for haircuts
about three times a semester.
"When tbey get here, I give
them a towel and tell them to
go wash their hair," the
Hoffman resident said. She
cuts hair wet, and then "they
usually just shake it dry," she
said.

Photo by BMy P*r*M

. .AT FULL TILT Haircutters, In Court Square Village, about one
third of their customer* are from James Madison University.
Betides giving local hairdressers their business, students abo go
home for treatment where they "feel more comfortable."
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TAPE SALE
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To some lucky Tiffany Bride!
Register at any Tiffany's location
before drawing on April 15. No
| purchase necessary.
"Virginia's Largest Selection of
Bridal Fashions"
NORFOLK
Military Circle Mall
461-1690
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Wherever your thirst for tfe
takes you. make the
mew of every day.
Go for ihe GoJd.

The Golden Beer of Danish Kings.
PARTY PACK OF 6- $1.69
at
WERNER'S MARKET
615 S. Main St. 434-6895
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Board approves Breeze budget
By CINDY ELMORE
The Breeze Publication
Board unanimously approved
next
year's
campus
newspaper
budget
Wednesday.
Figures were established at
$78,088, an increase of $6,588
over the current annual
budget.
The
additional
funds
requested represent a rise in
printing costs, repairs, travel,
undergraduate scholarships,
office
and
photographic
supplies
and
equipment
needs, said Russell Fleetwood, business manager of
The Breeze.
He explained that printing
costs will increase by 20
percent next month since the
presses used are petroleum
based, and the undergraduate
scholarships will increase by
four percent, to keep pace
with an equal increase in the
minimum wage. The undergraduate scholarships are
set at 85 percent of the
minimum wage.
"I
CERTAINLY
think
students are getting their
money's worth," said Jeff
Bolander, board member and
Student Government
Association Treasurer. But he
added that although some of
the SGA subscription funds
requested by the Breeze may

have to be cut in spring budget
hearings, the request is "not
out of the ballpark."
The Breeze has requested
$32,088 in subscriptions from
the SGA, an increase of $6,588
over the current allocation.
If accepted, this request
would represent about half of
the $13-$14,000 increase the
SGA expects to receive next
year in student activities fees.
Bolander suggested that if
budgeted areas ha ve to be cut
because of inadequate SGA
allocations, The Breeze should
make cuts in its undergraduate scholarships. He
added that the SGA currently
is considering cutting its own
executive officer salaries.
THE BREEZE is unlike
other student organizations,
because without this work
compensation, students will
leave The Breeze for other
journalism
opportunities
offered by local professional
media, said adviser David
Wendelken. "We have lost
many people going to other
jobs If we made it less
desirable, that pace might
accelerate, he said."
"We recognize the student
government may have to
make some adjustments,"
said Dr. Donald McConkey,
board member and dean of the
School of Fine Arts and
Communications.

'Now The Breeze receives
funding from student activities fees, the department
of communication arts, the
general university budget and
from the School of Fine Arts
and Communications. So The
Breeze is not answerable to
any one individual. What
we're trying to establish is the
concept of subscriptions. No
one entity in the university
can control The Breeze
budget," McConkey said.
FLEETWOOD ADDED that
The Breeze is now operating
in a deficit for repairs, travel,
office supplies and subscription fees. To compensate
for
these
losses,
the
newspaper has spent half the
funds allocated for the purchase of two new video display
terminals this year. Enough
money remains in the
equipment fund to purchase
one video display terminal, he
said.
The Breeze's allocation
request from the SGA has
increased by 8.5 percent over
the past she years, but the
number of average pages
published per month has risen
from 48 to 224. Wendelken told
board members. He also
added that four years ago the
SGA
subscriptions
represented 66 percent of the
total Breeze operating budget,
while next year's subscription
request is about 43 percent
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Th e
Globetrotters
clowned,
played.
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a capacity crowd
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Announcements
Interview workshop
A workshop on job interviews
will be held from 9:00-10:30
a.m., March 28, in Room A of
the WUtL

Resume workshop
A resume workshop will be
held at 1:30-2:30 p.m., March
25, in Room A of the WUU
A-Pioneer SX780 FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
DC power output of 45 watts per channel
minimum RMS at 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, with
no more than 0.05% THD. Direct-readout left
and right channel power meters, FM muting,
tape monitor, tuning meter, low filter, loudness control. FM signal to noise ratio 80dB
(mono), 72dB (stereo).
959022EUX22947 19893
$375.00

Job search workshop
A "How to find a Job"
workshop will be held from 34:00 p.m., March 27, in Room
A of the WUU.

Writing lab
The Writing Lab offers individualized help to students
writing papers or reports,
studying for essay exams,
writing Tetters or resumes and
preparing to take the GRE,
GMAT, or LSAT. For further
information,
call
Mrs.
Hoskins at 6401 or stop by
Sheldon 209.

8—Pioneer CTF650 Stereo Cassette Deck with
Dolby NR. Features automatic music search
function, Fluroscan metering system, metal
tape capability, and DC servo motor. Signal to
noise: 69dB (Dolby NR), wow and flutter:
0.05% (WRMS).
920304EUX22742.19886
$295.00

An art auction featuring
works by Boulanger, Chagall,
Dali, Matisse, Picasso and
others will be held Saturday at
Temple Beth El, Old Furnace
Road, Harrisonburg.
The auction includs oil
paintings, graphics, watercolors, sculpture, engravings,
mixed media, and Persian
oils.
A preview is scheduled 7
p.m., with the auction
beginning at 8. Admission is
free, and each couple attending will receive a free
lithograph.

LIMITED QUANTITIES

•CST
special

Accountants
George Sill, from Arthur
Andersen 4 Co. will be on
campus March 31 to discuss
careers in public accounting,
all junior accounting majors
are welcome. If you are interested, you must sign up in
Harrison hall, Room A-U2.
Details on the discussion
location and time will be
announced or posted with the
signup sheet

English club
The JMU English Club and
Engish's Dept's William
Shakespeare-James
Poin
dexte Dinner will be held at
6:30 p.m., April 25, at the
Spotswood Country Club. $10
is payable to Debbie Magai or
Frank Adams. Reservations
are to be made by April 18. All
students, faculty members,
and friends are welcome.

■Catholic seminar
"Everything you always
wanted to know about
Catholicism but were " f raid to
ask" is the topic of a panel
discussion to be held at 7:00
&m,, March 25, in Room D of
e WUU. The discussion will
feature Father Bill La Fratta
and other key speakers. All
are welcome to attend.
(Continued on Page 11) ,
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C—Memorex MRX' 90-Minute Normal Bias
Cassette Tape. Wide dynamic range and excellent signal to noise ratio.
702080MMX367 247
$4.49

E — Akai Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby NR
Model CS703D. Electronically-controlled DC
motor, auto-stop and tape selector switch.
Signal to noise: 66dB (Dolby NR), wow and
flutter: 0.06% (WRMS). Walnut grain vinyl
cabinet.
966681EAKT2972 10997
$199.95

D— Pioneer Quartz PLL Direct Drive Turntable
Model PL400. Convenient fully automatic
operation, coaxial suspension and antifeedback cabinet. Wow and flutter: 0.025%
(WRMS), signal to noise ratio: 75dB (Din B).
900257EUX16997 13994
$199.00

F — Sony Stereo Headphones Model DRS7.
Features separate tone and volume controls,
comfortable vinyl ear cup enclosures, clickstop headband adjustment, and convenient
long coiled cord.
964905ENY~3997 3276
$65.00t
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Hat«fonce retails are O guide to the range ot full retail selImg
pnces Ot deport ment stores and other non d i scou nt sel I en
throughout tho markets wo serve Further information on re'er
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BEST
special

IN ORDfcR TO ASSURE THE f AIR DISTRIBUTION Of MERCHAN
DISE WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO IIM1T QUANTITY PURCHASES
PER CUSTOMER.
A
'
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Best specials
expire: April 19,1980

See many incredible values such as these in the Best Spring Sale Catalog,
a sampling of the hundreds of brand name items featured at Best Products.

Best Products Co, Inc.
Rt 29 N and Rio Rd.
Hours Mon.-Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10-6
Phone 973-1311
Best Products Co., Inc.
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• Gifts

The

Butty Stop
Colored Bibs $15.98
sizes25 "-34" in baby blue, pink,
purple,orange,burgandy,white,
denim,etc.

Fun Fashion Work Pants $12.98
65% polyester 35% cotton
sizes 25"-36" in kelly green,
sunshine yellow, turquoise
blue, red, navy,black, etc.

Colored Painter's Pants $11.97
in white, baby blue,purple,yellow,
royal blue,burgandy,etc.

..ADMINISTRATIVE
expenses are covered by the
membership fees, according
to Closson. An alternate
membership plan for those not
in college costs $186 per year.
The
buying
service
promises members will not be
able to find a product cheaper
than they can get it through
Key Save. As a member, one
can shop around for the best
local price, fill out a product
inquiry form which is sent to
the service and receive a
computer printout on the price
the service can obtain the
product for directly from the
factory, Closson said.
While Key Save does not
claim to be able to supply all
brand names, it does promise
to be able- to find a comparable one.
If a member finds a product
cheaper than could be obtained through the service,
Key Save has a "Double the
Difference Back Guarantee."
A member receives twice the
difference between the price
he paid for the product and the
price the buying service could
offer, according to the sales
pitch.

said Key Save makes their
profit from the membership
dues, not the product exchange.
Neither
. representative
would reveal the number of
JMU students who have
enlisted in Key Save during
the two weeks they have been
here. Drahman characterized
the buying service as a
"private club."

European fashion tour open
to merchandising majors
By JENNIFER YOUNG
A Europoeah study tour for
all educators and students in
fashion merchandising will be
offered for the first time this
summer by the home
ecomomics department here.
The 16-day tour will allow
students to visit major
merchandising centers and
boutiques in London, Paris,
Venice, Florence and Rome.
The departure date is June
29 from Dulles Airport.
Graduate or undergraduate
students will receive three
credits by attending all

seminars offered, writing
journals and developing one
project on some facet of
merchandising. Also required
will be a paper comparing the
systems of manufacturing and
merchandising
of
each
European city to cities in the
United States, said Kathleen
Bands, home economics
professor here.
The cost of the trip is
AH students interested in
the workshop should contact
Kathleen Bands at 4334203 or
the home economics department.
Coupon

Take time out for the good things in life.

expires 3-3-80

Also Brand New Spring
Shirts & Tops!

The buying service offers
such products as cars,
televisions,
stereos,
appliances, tools, tires and both
prescription
and
nonprescription drugs.
If a member decides to
purchase a product through
the service, be mails in his
check, including a one-half to
two percent mark-up for the
service. However, Closson

FISH PLATTER
Present this coupon and buy one Fish
Platter for $2.29 and get the second
Fish PUtter for

Tho PurpU Building On Th« Court Squar*
2 North Main St., Harrisonbura
Opon Thursday and Friday Nights til 9 p.m.
Optn Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Master Charge and Visa

88 Carlton St.
Harrisonburg, VA

Half Price

I.

•1.15

aacond p4»tt«r with coupon
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Old
Milwaukee
6-12 oz.'1.95
12-12 oz cans

Pepsi
2 liter
N-R

SCHLITZ
6-12 oz.
•1.77

Tor.

* 59* *

March Promotion

March promotion

*

Lays
Potato
Chips

March Promotion

Busch.Miller
Strohs,
Budweiser
6-12 oz.
•2.1$
rtgular prlct

Cash & Carry Foods, inc.
Tuesday - Thrsday 9 to 6
Friday 9 to 9
Saturday 8 to 6
Closed Sundays and Mondays

433-1305

290 Chesapeake Dr.
Harrisonburg, VA

Pay Cash or Food Stamps • NaJChecks-'-

zasxj**-

SAVE ON:
Canned Vegetables
Canned Fruits
Canned Meats
Condiments & Spreads

Cheese & Margarine
Cereals
Juices & Drinks
Baking Supplies
Coffee & Tea

Snacks & Cookies
Household Cleaners
Health & Beauty Aids
Pet Foods & Supplies
Fresh Bread Delivered
Daily

'Shopping the "box store** way can save you los-35%
Bring your own bags-carry your own—no perishables *

S. Main

Less Than 2 Blocks
From Campus.

Price Sheets Available- Compare LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN!
Coke, Sprite, Tab,
Mountain Dew,
Dr. Pepper
2 liter
i

mini

iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimii

Hyde Park Juices
Apple 32 oz.
$.69
Grapefruit 46 oz.
.79
Orange 46 oz.
.85
Pineapple 46 oz.
.95
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIHIIIIII

Generic Mixes Save You More
Brownie Mix
Cake Mix

$69
.59

Frosting Mix

65

lllllimillllllllllllllll

Gelatin Mix
.19
Macaroni & Cheese .25
Tea Bags 100 ct. 1.25
I

Schmidts

Old German,

Schaefer

National Beers

6 pk

cans

every
$1.49
^y
^^
price
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OH Virginia Ham Cafe
Specializing in Country Cooking
special luncheons-chops -chicken
-seafood- variety of salads and
sandwiches- Virginia ham
•delicious breakfastsMon.- Sat. 6:30 am-2:00 pm
W. Market St 434-6572

A&P

*

Coca-Cola 8pk
Schlitz 6pk.
FILM
CRITIC
Davey
MarUn-Jonea
moderated during the Festival of the Arts held
here this week, speaking from his experience
as a critic of all video. The festival was

"hoto by Bill T«rwts«M
sponsored by the School of Fine Arts and
Communication and Jointly funded through the
Fine Arts Series and the university.,

THE PROPOSAL, which
had been made earlier in the
year by the Food Services
Committee and passed as a
resolution by the Student
Government Association is
presently in the "dialogue
stage" and still may not even
be implemented, Moody said.
Although alternative contracts would make little or no
difference in the operation of
the dining hall, Moody
commented that students
might realize the proposal will
offer little savings.
If the alternative contracts
presently were in effect, the
21-meal plan that currently
costs $383 would be increased
to 1411, while a 14-meal plan
would cost $370, according to
Moody. Students only pay for
14 meals a week now, he said,
since prices are based .upon,
the average'number of meals

actually eaten. More students
would experience a price hike
rather than a savings, he said.
However, Food Services
Committee Chairman Mark
Davison disagreed, saying
that students only should pay
for the meals they want to eat.
The surveys have proven that
"any amount of savings is
considered beneficial by
many students," Davison
said.
Nevertheless, dining hall
contracts probably will increase by about $18 a
semester next year due to
inflation, and until exact
figures for all contract
alternatives are available it is
impossible to determine what
the potential savings will be,
Davison said.
IMPLEMENTING
the
proposal should not take place

until the second semester of
next year, but could be put
into operation by next tall
depending on how fast several
administrators decide to act,
according to Davison.
Besides being approved by
the Food Services Committee,
the proposal must be brought
before the university Student
Services Commission which is
almost obligated to pass it
since a majority of students
support the change, Davison
said. Then the proposal will be
sent to Residence Hall
Director Lin Rose and
Finance Director William
Merck for final approval,
Davison said.
Almost
every
major
university offers its students
several types of dining
alternatives, so it is about
time
James
Madison
University be included in this
group, Davison concluded.

Readmission fees
due by April 1
By JULIE WILBER
Students who wish to
register in advance for the
1980 fall semester must pay
the $10 readmission fee by
April 1, according to the dean
of admissions and records.
Those students who have not
paid this fee will not have
class cards pulled for them by
the records office, Dr. Fay
Reubush said. The records
office will only honor the
advanced registration of
students who nave paid the
fee.
Students with less than 70
credit hours after last fall
should see their advisors to fill
out schedule forms for the 1980
fall
semester.
Reubush
stressed that these students
must turn in the green copy of
the form to the offices of their
major departments by April
26.

.79

lb.

A &P orangejuice Vigal. 1.29

Alternative dining contracts
receive widespread support
ay LOUIS EACHO
Alternative dining nail
contracts
for
residence
students
may
become
available during the second
semester next year after the
proposal received widespread
support in a recent survey,
according to Hank Moody,
contract dining manager.
Of the 365 persons pofied
Feb. 21, only 43 percent said
they still would purchase the
full 21-meal plan which
presently is mandatory for
resident students and includes
three meals a day for the
entire week.
Forty-three percent of those
surveyed said they would
rather purchase a 14-meal
plan eliminating breakfast
each morning even though it
probably would only cost
three dollars per week less
than the current 21-meal plan,
according to Moody.
The remaining 14 percent
showed a desire to purchase a
lS-meal plan that would include three meals a day on
Monday through Friday,
saving the student an
estimated four dollars per
week.

A&PSaltines

16 oz. .99
plus deposit
12oz. cans 1.79

Students with more than 70
credit hours who have paid the
readmission fee will pull their
cards themselves in Wilson
auditorium April 8,9 and 10. A
listing of times, which will be
designated according
to
number of credit hours, will
appear in the fall schedule of
classes.
Students
must
present the green copy of the
schedule form, signed by their
advisors, before they can pull
their class cards.
If a student is unable to
register at his designated
time, he may pull cards at a
later time. A student may
have someone register for him
if he consults the records
office beforehand, Reubush
said.
The 1980 fall (schedule of
classes is expected to be
available the week of March
24.

.
■

Nabisco Oreo & Double Stuff
cookies 15 oz. .99
Stratford Farms Grape Jelly
31b. .99
Stratford Farms Strawberry
Preserves 21b. .99
A&P franks

1.19

lb.

Jamestown Bacon lb.
Gwaltney Great Dogs lb. 1.09
*

A &Passorted lunchmeats
3oz. .59
A&Pfianks
21b.
2.37
\

Asparag" v

lb.

.98

Strawberries

1 pt.

-78

Stawberries

1.49

Radishes
Geno's Pizzas: sausgge, pepperoni
cheese,&hamburgerll.5oz. .99
>

A&PSundae Style Yogurt8oz.
. 4/1.00
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SGA candidates
Elections
for
Student
Government
President,
Legislative Vice President,
Administrative Vice
President, Treasurer, and
Secretary along with Honor
Council President and Vice
President well be held April 1.
Petitions and Declarations of
Intentio may be picked up in
the SGA office on the first
floor of the WUU. Completed
Declaration and Petitions
must be returned to the office
for approval by noon, Monday.

Ho using co n tra c ts
April l is the deadline to
return all housing contracts
and deposits.

Judicial jobs
Applications are now being
accepted for the positions of
Student Advocate and Student
Judicial Coordinators. The
applications are available in
the SGA office. The deadline
for all applications is March
24.

Orientation jobs

Book sale

Summer jobs available!
Orientation Assistant,
Orientation Tour Guide,
Conference Housing Aide, and
May-Summer Session
Resident Advisors. Apply in
the Office of Residence Halls
and Commuting Student
Services, Alumnae Hall,
Room 102.

Wavland Historical Society
will hold a book sale on the
WUU patio from 10:00a.m. to
3:00p.m., on March 24-28. All
books including history,
literature, novels, and general
works are 25 cents. Both hardbound and paperback books
will be on sale.

Nuclear energy

Registration jobs
Wanted: Student help to work
Summer Registration on June
16, 1980 from 8:00 a.m.-1:00
p.m.. Application for employment may be obtained in
the Records Office. Students
trained during Summer
Registration will be offered
employment
for
Fall
Registration
1980.
(Registration Assistants earif
student wages and have first
priority in pulling class
cards.)

Easter service
On Easter Sunday, CCM will
sponsor a sunrise service at
Purcell Park. It will begin at
5:00 am All are invited to
attend.

Does America really need
Nuclear Energy? Come find
out for yourself. Mr. Doug
Lee, a representative of
"Americans for Nuclear
Energy" will speak and show
a movie at 7:00 p.m., Thursday in Room C of the WUU.
Everyone
is
welcome.
Sponsored by the Young
Americans for Freedom. For
further information, call
Steve Moberg, YAF chairman
at 5735.

Palestinian lecture
A lecture on "The Palestinial
Nationalist Movement" -will
be held at 4:0 p.m., Monday,
in Room D of the WUU. The
speaker is Dr. Caroline
Marshall, professor of History
at JMU.

'81 Educa tion majors
There will be a meeting of the
1981 TeacherV" Education
Graduates at 6:00 p.m., April
2, in Wilson Auditorium for the
purpose
of
distributing
placement file materials,
Instructions will be given for
completing placement files,
the services of the Office will
be explained, and suggestions
will be made for beginning the
job search.

Debate

A rt 'tour'
Dr.
Martha
Caldwell,
professor of art, will be
conducting the next Armchair
Museum Tour at 7:00 p.m.,
March 27, in Room 100A of the
Duke Fine Arts Center. Dr.
Caldwell will tour the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London. There is no admission
charge.

Sewing class

There will be a debate
between
candidates
for
Student Government
Association president on
Monday, Mar. 24 at 7 p.m. in
the Warren University Union
first floor lobby. All students
are encouraged to attend. This
debate is being sponsored by
the Pre-legal Society in
conjunction with the Political
Science Consortium here

A non-credit Continuing
Education course in sewing
with Ultra Suede and Advanced Construction
Techniques will be offered
Tuesdays, March 25-April 29,
7:00-9:00 p.m., in Room 107 of
Moody Hall. Register the first
night of class. There is a $30
fee. Call 433-6349 or 433-1572
(after 6 p.m;) for more information.

FUrn club

Handicap Held day

There will be a Film Club
meeting
and
discussion
following the Sunday night
film in Room A of the WUU.

There will be a meeting at 6:00
p.m., Monday, in Maury 204
for anyone interested in being
a hugger, timer, or recorder
for Field Day on March 27,
from 10:00 a.m.-l:l5 p.m. at
the Harrisonburg High School
track. Field Day is a local
track and field medt for the
mentally
retarded
and
physically handicapped
children in our area. Please
come and help us.

Debaters
take 1st
in tourney

RT 11 NORTH, P.O. BOX880 •
VERONA. VIRGINIA 24482
PHONE (703)248-8131
,
,
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JOHN

D.

EILAND CO., INC.

"Serving Valley Area Since 1949"
UZL

In it's first tournament
victory of the year, the James
Madison University Varsity
Debate team beat defending
champion George Washington
University at the 18th Annual
Liberty Bell Invitational held
at the TJniversity of Pennsylvania, Feb. 22-24.
The team of Steve Holsinger
and John Humphries defeated
a team from GWU in the finals
round to earn first place.
Holsinger and Humphries
compiled a five-three won-loss
record in preliminary rounds,
ranking them sixth. In octofinals, they defeated George
Mason University's team,
then went on to beat the
University of Pittsburgh and
Bates College to reach finals.
As tournament champions,
the team won a permanent
trophy as well as the Bell
Traveling Trophy. Thirty-two
teams competed in this
tournament
HUMPHRIES ALSO won an
award as the seventh best
individual speaker.
Anne Edmunds and Angela
Hochmeister compiled a sixtwo won-loss record advancing them to octo-finals.
where they were defeated by
Temple University.
The
teams ' of
Kit
Brechtelsbauer and Jim
Ishee, and Shelly James and
Jerome Strum each compiled
four-four preliminary
records. For James and
Strum it was their first varsity
level tournament.
This tournament marked
the last regular season
tournament
before
the
District Seven
National
Qualifying tournament,, which,.
wM^ieldjMJtfckMrVk-,->•,. sd'i
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Social Security puts students through school
By LOUIS EACHO
Although Social Security is
generally a benefit not
received until retirement, it
helps some 752,000 college
students pay for their
education each year.
Nearly 500 James Madison
University students receive
monthly
social
security
benefits ranging from $40 to
$435, which is the only means
of financial support for some
students.
Since the passing of the
Social Security Act in 1973
these benefits have been
adjusted each July to compensate for inflation. In 1980
the
average
monthly
payments rose to 1317.
"Without the $375 I receive
each month from social
security it would be difficult
for me to simply afford to
attend a community college at
home, let alone a state
university," according to one
JMU junior
ANOTHER STUDENT here
commented that with a
disabled father he has no
choice, but to pay his own way
through
school.
"Social
Security checks of $200 each
month have helped me not
mess with any loan programs
or worry about earning an
income while I'm going to
school."
Unlike
financial
aid
programs, social security is
not set up on a basis of need,
but concerns itself on "the loss
of work time," according to
the Harrisonburg Social
Security Office Manager,
Edith McDevitt.
Students receiving any type
of benefits are either
collecting a parent's social
security or they are receiving
their own checks due to a work
disability they may have
experienced
themselves,
McDevitt said.

L E. team
takes second
The
James
Madison
University Individual Events
team finished in second place
overall at the Greater
Washington
Area
I.E.
Tounament held at George
Mason University, Feb. 23.
The team compiled 28
points, ranking them second
behind the University of North
Carolina with 58 points. Team
Stints were added by in
viduals who placed in finals.
Kevin Miller won first place
in Persuasive Speaking and
fourth place in Impromptu
Speaking.
P*b»* Lsanemd finish
second in After Diner
Speaking while Angela Adkins
finished fourth in that event.
Lynn Tipton won a fourth
place award for Informative
Speaking.
The team's second place
finish was their second toptwo tournament in as many
events. They finished first
overall at Old Dominion
University two weeks earlier.
The tournament at GMU
marked the last regular
season tournament for the
team. They will compete at
March 21-22.

Having a parent who
retires, dies or becomes
disabled while working under
social security for a period of
five to ten years can qualify
students to receive benefits,
according
to
McDevitt.
Besides being between the
ages of 18 to 22, students must
remain single and show proof

this is a proposal that might
actually be passed," she said.
But any type of legislation of
this sort would allow students
presently receiving social
security benefits to remain in
the
program
for
the
remainder of their eligibility,
McDevitt added.
Changes in the Social

Alleged overpayment may lead
to elimination of benefits
that they are a full-time
student at an accredited
college, trade or vocational
school, she said.
The amount of benefits
given to each- individual
student is decided on a case by
case basis with no emphasis
whatsoever
placed
on
financial need, McDevitt said.
It is possible, for example, for
students to receive other
scholarships, loans or have
parents who can pay for their
educational costs and still
receive
the
maximum
monthly benefits, she said.
SOCIAL SECURITY is seen
as nothing more than another
source of income for the
student who may apply for
financial assistance,
according to Robert MacDonald,
JMU financial aid director. A
student can still receive aid
and collect social security if it
is determined that a financial
need exists, he said.
This reasoning of alleged
overpayment has led to a
congressional proposal that is
now in the House Ways and
Means
Committee
to
eliminate all social security
benefits for college students,
McDevitt said "In light of
President Carter's intentions
to balance the federal budget,

Security
program
are
proposed each year In
Congress, but there is a good
chance that little or no
changes will be made during
an election year, according to
McDevitt.
Due to legislation put into
effect in January 1978,
students collecting social
security are not allowed to
make earnings more than
$3,720 without returning a
portion of their benefits for
that year, McDevitt said. It
was an "inadvertent" mistake
on the part of Congress, but it
has really hurt some students,
she said.
ALTHOUGH undergraduate
students rarely exceed the
$3,720 limit, those seniors who
graduate in May are at a
disadvantage, according to
McDevitt. If a student
graduates in May,
for
example, and finds any sort of
decent job he will exceed the
income limit and have to pay
back a great deal of
payments, she said.
A proposal eliminating this
yearly income limit is
currently before Congress,
but even though the Social
Security
Administration
supports the change, public
pressure is also needed to

convince Congress, according
to
Peggy
Laymen,
Harrisonburg Social Security
official.
Students
who
meet
eligibility requirements for
social security must notify
their local Social Security
office themselves. Laymen
said. Right now all "we
usually have to depend on is
public
information
advertising, through radio,
television, newspapers and
pamphlets." she said.

Besides hlling out forms to
begin and stop . receiving
social security benefits between the ages of 18 to 22,
students must update their
applications twice each year
at the school they attend.
These forms usually do
nothing more than to make
sure the student is still in
school with a full course load
and meeting the other
necessary
requirements,
Laymen said.

• Salad
(Continued from Page 3)
when the terrace opens to
determine if theft increases.
He is also considering setting
up one-way turnstiles on the
steps to the- terrace so that
people may leave by, but not
enter through the terrace.
Napolitano said he plans to
add a student pianist to his
payroll within the next few
weeks. The student would play
jazz and classical piano music
at Salads Plus for an hour
during each lunch. If the idea
is popular, Napolitano may
also add a student flutist or
guitarist.
BEGINNING next fall, he
will offer a special catered
dinner to students in the
Shenandoah
Room.
The
dinner would be a buffet in-

cluding carved steamship
round of beef, possibly accompanied by live entertainment, Napolitano said.
The dinners will be offered
once or twice a week and
limited to about 150 people on
a
reservation
oasis.
Napolitano said reservations
would be required a week in
advance.
To receive the dinner,
Napolitano said, a contract
owing student will need only
his ID to transfer his meal
from the dining hall to the
Shenandoah
Room.
Any
guests
or
non-contract
students would pay the door
price which would be equal to
the dining hall dinner door
price. This service will be
limited to once per semester
per student, Napolitano said.

American Cancer Society
We want to cure cancer in your lifetime.
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APPLICATIONS
are now being accepted for the positions of

STUDENT ASVOC ATE
and
■*•■ :r»

.»
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STUDENT JUDICIAL
.COORDINATORS

The applications are now available in the
STUDENT GO VERNMENT OFFICE
DEADLINE FOR ALL APPLICATIONS ISMARCH31.
lum***^^
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Tuition, room, board fees to increase by $290
By DONNA SIZEMORE
A $145
increase
per
semester in tuition and room
and board fees for the 1980-81
academic year has been
approved by the executive
committee of -the James
Madison University Board of
Visitors.
- "I'm reluctant to raise fees
but we can't continue to
maintain quality at the
university without higher
fees,"
said
university
President Ronald Carrier.
Semester room and board

costs will increase by $72 and
tuition and fees will Jump by
173 for Virginia residents.
Total fees for Virginia
residents will increase from
$1,268 to $1,413 per semester.
Total per semester charges
for out-of-state residents will
increase by $190, a hike from
$1,543 to $1,733 per semester.

flation pushes costs up every
year at the university.
However, the rise in costs of
attending JMU has been kept
below the inflation rate, he
noted.
Carrier noted that the
university's operating costs
are increasing at the doubledigit rate of inflation.
Another reason Carrier
cited for a fee hike was that
JMU nwt now pay part of the
fringe Unefits for faculty and
staff, costs that had been
previously budgeted from

ACCORDING TO Fred
Hilton, assistant to the vice
president
of
university
relations, the fee increase is
an expected move, since in«*■■»■
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Great Steak Out!
M-70 WOT WATER ST
HAMMOHBUM. VA

BAKKD POTATO 6 SALAD BAR

Buy one for

*

expires
3/31/tO
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PER SEMESTER charges
will increase by $2 per
category.
Summer room and board
fees were set at $150 for May
session, $200 for each fourweek summer session, $300 for
the six-week session and $400
for the eight-week session.
The rise in summer fees
amounts to a three to four
percent increase from last
year.
The fee increase "is

necessary to maintain the
quality that we have here,"
said
Walter
McGraw,
chairman of the executive
committee and vice rector of
the board of visitors here.
According to a survey
conducted by McGraw of
colleges and universities
throughout
the
nation,
"everybody has had to increase tuition, board and
housing."
As long as inflation continues to soar, the cost of
attending JMU will rise in
order to maintain the level of
education offered at the
university, Hilton said.

Converse 'livelier'
with new lifestyle

t«

ENWICKS
New York „
Sirloin Strip

state offices in Richmond.
Also approved by the
committee was an increase in
summer fees at JMU.

Quality for more than 25 years

By JANET LILLARD
After a spirited vote in
January for a new visitation
policy, residents of Converse
Hall see very little change in
their dormitory's atmosphere.
The five-day visitation
without alcohol
lifestyle
replaced the long-standing
weekend visitation without
alcohol policy Jan. 30 by a
single vote. A 90 percent
majority, 102 of 113 residents,
was necessary to pass the
lifestyle revision.
Minimal change is apparent
in the dorm, according to sue
resident hall officials, since
the policy went into effect Feb
Converse Head Resident
Becky Miller said the dorm b
"more noisy and lively" than
before the policy change.
Anita Griffith, a resident
adviser who moved to the
dorm this semester from
Wayland Hall, said Converse
is soil quieter than her former
dorm. Wayland's policy was
five-day
visitation
with
alcohol when Griffith was a
resident. The dorm has since
changed
to
seven-day
visitation.

Cheryl Truitt, third floor
resident adviser, said women
have told her they "felt more
freedom" with the new
lifestyle.
Jan Wise, assistant director
of residence halls for the
Bluestone area, also stressed
increased responsibility and
flexibility with the visitation
policy.
Residents may alter their
lifestyles to fit changing
personal needs by voting on
changes during the school
term, she said
Converse is the only female
dorm currently operating on
the five-day without alcohol
policy. Visitation is permitted
on Mondays and Thursdays 10
a.m. to midnight, Fridays 10
a.m. to 2 a.m., Saturdays 9
a.m. to 2 a.m. and Sundays 9
a.m. to midnight.
Frederickson Hall's
lifestyle is five-day visitation
with alcohol.
Only one minor complaint
has been reported to half staff
members
involving
the
necessity of closing room
doors during visitation on
Mondays and Thursdays.

157 Warsaw Ave.
Turndftigrifar "~
JAAU's Front Entrance
THRU SATURDAY
Budweiser
Busch
Old Mill
Lite
Miller
Schlitz

12pk.
12pk.
12pk
6pk.

6pk.
6pk.

2.19
1.99

. Old Milwaukee % keg 15.95
*
Budweiser V* keq 1R95
ALSO-grocery items -snacks-candy
frozen hods-magazines-and more

WWSfiSI ■ 4*4-7948

Open 'til 12 Nightly
SS-vS .f ra,?,4
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Buffett plays to crowd,
but his heart is elsewhere
By MARK SUTTON
The odds, one would say,
were hardly stacked in his
favor. Jimmy Buffett had
been
caught
in
two
snowstorms in the mildest
winter in years ("I hate that s-," was all he had to say on
the subject) he was fatigued
from being on the road for too
long, and worse still, he wls
booked into Godwin Hall.
Godwin Hall. I had forgotten
whr an absolute dump that
place is. With acoustics
comparable to a cross between a tin can and an overstuffed chair, security that
would do the SS proud, and
ventilation that is miserable
at best, Godwin Hall is the
ultimate
venue
for
masochistic concert goers.
The audiences, fortunately,
have
calmed
down
dramatically since the time I
saw Little Feat's opening act
get booed off the stage. I'm
sure that J.D. Souther is glad
of that, too.
Souther opened the show
with a powerful set that
crossed just about every
musical boundary there is.
Attired in a white shirt, tie,

and baggy trousers, he
delivered a variety of tunes
which ranged from urban
blues to country rock.
His band, however, was
another matter. Some of them
seemed to be at a loss for
anything to do on many
numbers, and resorted to
either merely shaking tambourines or just walking off
stage.
Highlights of Souther's show
included "James Dean," a
song he wrote for the Eagles,
and his recent hit, "You're
Only Lonely." Throughout,
the band (or at least those of
them who were playing their
instruments at the time) was
tight, and extremely well
disciplined.
Souther's set did earn him
an encore, which is a rareity
for an opening act here, so I
suppose he's happy.
JIMMY BUFFETT'S
opening number, suprisingly
enough, did not include
Jimmy Buffett. Rather, Vegas
Taylor, Buffett's harmonica
player, ripped through a
scorching blues number that
left the audience standing on

their chairs with their chins
dragging
the
ground.
Needless to say, it was rather
unexpected.
Brought onto the stage to
■Taylors introduction, and the
thunderous
applause
it
created, Buffett was the
master of the situation from
the beginning. The man could
have thrown up all over
himself, and the audience
would have lapped it up and
come back begging for more.
Buffetts part of Buffett's set
began with a number called "I
Wish I Had a Pencil Thin
Moustache," a tune which
blended elements of blues
swing and rock and roll.
Following that, Buffett wasted
no time in dragging out a
recent hit, "Son of a Son of a
Sailor," which drew the
predictable raves.
It was the beginning of a
trend of milking the audience
that
would
continue
throughout the show. While
Buffett and the Coral Reefer
Band are excellant musicians,
and Buffett's prowess as a
composer of strange tunes is
bettered only by Warren
Zevon's, there was something

Pt»oto by Bill T«r«ng«o

JIMMY BUFFETT Plays acoustic guitar during one of the
songs he performed wloth hU Coral Reefer Band Sunday night in
Godwin Hall. One of the nights most popular tongs was called
"Let's All Get Drank and Screw."
cold and calculating about the
show that really nags at one in
retrospect. It's not that
Jimmy Buffett didn't put on a
good show—he did—but you
could tell that his heart wasn't
all that into it.
But despite all that, he
certainly gave the rabidly
partisan
audience
their
moneys. worth. Buffett and
Company pounded through
about two hours worth of
tunes, all of which were ex-

tremely well recieved.
NOTHING, however, could
make up for a mix that was
apparently mastered by the
son of a son of a deaf man. In
general, it was as clear as
mud, and nearly as enticing.
Vocals would shoot out of the
murk, driving precariously
close to the threshold of pain.
At my vantage point halfway
back on the floor, the volume
was much louder than
necessary, and I am speaking
to you as a certified lover of
high-volume music. Frankly,
Debris got a better mix the
last time that they played the
Elbow Room.
But it really didn't make
any
difference
to
the
thousands of JMU students in
the audience, most of whom
were so bombed that they
wouldn't have known who was
on stage if they hadn't been
told beforehand. Buffett's
?w, while ertertoirung, was
«._.« artWBfch, as he
worked the audience like a
mechanic fine tuning an
engine.
Buffett was making it all
look easy. He was onto the
crowd's wavelength almost
imme diatley. Hit after hit
followed in sucession, as
Buffett jerked the audiences
chain like a puppeteer.
He and the audience may
have well been one there in
Godwin Hall. They shared the
same hopes and fears, the
same pleasures and pains.
Jeering, negative references
(Continued on Page 16)

•IT WAS NOTHING but a
big party, and Buffett was the
host, chief entertainer, and
master of ceremonies. The
crowd was nearly rioting from
the start.yet amazingly
they would sit and quietly
listen as Buffett performed.'

i

Women in rock

Donna Summer goes for the green
By BRYAN POWELL
Donna Summer is currently
riding high in the top ten with
yet another hit album. "On
The Radio—Greatest Hits
Volume I and II" is a two
record collection of Donna
Summer's best. This release
is very aptly titled, considering that Summer's drive
to the top of the disco world
has depended nearly upon
radio airplay.
Summer's
formula for
sucess is relatively simple and
very constant. It starts with
the redundant, flat "thumpthump" disco drum and bass
rhythm track upon which is
added synthesizers (both for
rhythm and "fills"), strings,
and
vocal
backups-all
meshing
to complement
Summer's powerful voice.
Soft, mellow introductions are
used on many songs before
they break into the actual
disco. There is little variation
of the theme and everything is
designed to be danceable. This
musical formula has made
Donna Summer the "queen of
disco" and has also made her
very, very rich.
There are flaws in the
formula, however. It is very
limited; or, at least, its limits
are never tested on this
album. There is a lack of
variety in the sound. Synthesizers are called on to do
entirely too much. Also, there
is a total absence of guitars.
And that damn drumming!
Disco can scream, bite, kick
or cuss, but the drumming on
this album is about as exciting
or inspired as the sounds
made by my old Chrysler
when the engine is out of tune.
It may make the tunes danceable but, it also limits them
greatly, and cuts down on the
enjoyment of simply listening
(ana not dancing) to them- a
major reason disco sales have
plummeted of late.
WHILE THIS aU sounds
extremely negative, there is
some good disco music on this
album. The title cut, "On The
Radio", opens with mellow
cascading piano and balladlike lyrics, after which the
chorus brings in the beat This
number is good because it
isn't too heavy or redundant.
Its light horn section and
smooth melody line give a
reasonably soft overall effect
* when compared to other cuts
on this LP.

ACTUALLY, it's much too
much But, when one considers the excessive length of
many disco cuts (for example,
the absolutely inane "We Are
Family"), Summer has done
fairly well, other than on this*
one particular song, in
avoiding this common pitfall.
The packaging of this album
"I Feel Love", one of
Summer's earlier works, is
built on electric pianos and
synthesizers bouncing from
one speaker to the other. The
special effects on this are
particularly enjoyable. Some
rock fans may associate the
synthesized texture of this
song to something like
Kraftwerk's "Autobahn" of
many years ago (the lyrical
content is similar too-zilch).
."I Remember Yesterday",
from the 1977 album of the
same name, offers an interesting twist by taking an
essentially 1940-ish horn
pattern and a "doo wah"
female vocal group and
layering them over a straight
disco
beat.
"MacArthur
Park" gets similar disco
treatment.
"Last Dance" and "Dim All
The Lights" are two selections
from the album which prelude
in a soft, very beautiful way
but then dissolves into more of
the same basic disco. "Last
Dance" also includes on line
which probably sums up the
whole disco movement: "...all
that I ask is that you dance
with me, dance with me,
yeah..."

Other songs from this set
work less effectively than,
those mentioned above. •ThP'
version of "Love To Love You
Baby" included here is,
mercifully, the short version
(a little over four minutes) of
Donna's Multiple Orgasm
Exercise Class.
"Bad Girls", a huge hit
from the album of the same
name,
is
nonetheless
downright repulsive, dripping
as it is with "toots toots,"
"beeps beeps" and shrill
whistles. It is also very difficult to accept the sincerity of
a . multi-millionaire disco
queen having to ask "Hey,
mister, do you got a dime?" as
she does in the songs ride-out.
"No More Tears (Enough Is
Enough)" features nice vocal
interaction between Donna
and Bar bra Streisand and its
lyrics are above the par of
most on this LP, but this
eleven minute, 46 second song
suffers from a terrible case of
overkill: "Enough is enough is
enough is enough is enough is
enough is enough! That's
enough!"

is unique in that it is being
offered not only as a double
LP set, but as two single disc
packages, all of which were
released at the same time.
This is probably an attempt on
the part of Cassablanca
Records to bolster, or at least
get the most of, the disco
movement, which is beginning

Pretenders

\

By BRYAN POWELL
Fresh and exciting, the Pretenders are
gaining a great amount of attention with
their debut album, "Pretenders" (Sire
SRK 6083). And deservedly so. This group
is talented, smooth, and versatile, and this
LP showcases their talents well. The band
has a little something to offer everyone.
The Pretenders are led by a dynamic
female vocalist named Chrissie Hynde.
Hynde, who wrote almost all the material
for this album, provides the band with
powerful vocals as well as a distinctive
sound and character. Her presence is
indisputably the most important factor in
this band's appeal. Her vocals are expressive, demonstrative; their meaning
clear. On cuts like "Tattooed Love Boys"
and "Up the Neck" her singing exudes the
same sort of sensuality and power that
male and female singers alike have
thrived on since the beginning of rock and
roll (examples being Blondie's Deborah
Harry, LedZep's Robert Plant, Fleetwood
Mac's Stevie Nicks, Steve Tyler of
Aerosmith and others).
Supporting Chrissie Hynde are a more
than adequate trio of musicians—Pete
Farndon, James Honeyman Scott, and
Martin Chambers—who provide bass, '
guitar, keyboards, and drums. If there is a
flaw in this group's sound (and this
album), it is a distinct shortage of excellent guitar leads. However, this band is
so cohesive that one hardly notices.
The versatility of the music on this
album is outstanding. Hard rocking tracks
like "Precious," "the Phone Call," and
"The Tattooed Love Boys" could certainly
fall into the category of New Wave, if not
punk. On the other hand, "Stop Your
Sobbing" and "Kid" are calmer, showing
signs of strong early-60's influences, and
have great radio and commercial
possibilities (particularly when one
considers that the recent AM success of
New Wave acts like Blondie and Nick
Lowe have opened doors previously closed
to this kind of music.
Another cut from the LP—"Lovers" of
Today"—is really beautiful, moving along
at a slow, lullaby pace and building
gradually to a strong, emotional climax.
The versatility and potential displayed
on this album take on even greater
significance when one considers that this
is the band's first album and they will
proabaly only get better. Anyone who
writes off the Pretenders as "just another
New Wave band" is sadly mistaken, for
they are an exciting, fully-charged rock
and roll band without pretense or
drawback. While no individual or band can
truly be called the future of rock and roll
(Mr. Springsteen notwithstanding), the
Pretenders are undoubtedly a rock and
roll band for the future. Listen!

Blondie
By KEVIN O HARK AND MIKE HIGH
After the release of their first album,
Blondie stood at the vanguard of New
Wave rock. The band, led by vocalist
Deborah Harry, was one of the most
original forces in rock, with a lighthearted sixties sound. Songs like"X Offender" and "Attack of the Giant Ants"
revealed a band that was clever and just
plain fun.
•
Blondie hit the big time after several
years of struggle with the LP "Parallel
Lines," which went platinum and
produced the number one single "Heart of
Glass." The song, a disco single,
represented an outrageous turn for a
"Punk" band. The success of that album

'
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to slouch in terms of record
sales, radio airplay, and
public interest.
OVERALL, this album
works fairly well, for disco.
Donna Summer's vocals are
excellent—strong, powerful,
(Continued on Page 16)

was seen as one of the factors contributing
to the acceptance of New Wave music by
the general public.
Blondies latest effort, "Eat to the Beat"
represents no musical advance from
"Parallel Lines." Mike Chaapman, who's
Kevious producing credits include the
nack and Sweet, is at the board on both
albums. On "Eat to the Beat" his
production is densly layered with overdubs. It is clearly a "wall of sound."
Side one is easily the album's strongest,
with songs such as "Dreaming" and
"Accidents Never Happen." Theititle cut,
"Eat to the Beat," is a powerful, driving
rocker and the best cut of the set.
Side two opens strongly with "Die
Young, Stay Pretty," an engaging
diversion into some ultra slick reggae. The
rest of the side, however, is alit of a
disapointment. The songs get more
production than their rather meager
substance deserves. "Atomic" is merely a
rehash of "Heart of Glass," but it lacks
that song's freshness and humor.
In aU, "Eat to the Beat" is both very
listenable and very danceable. One could
even classify it as a top notch disco album.
It lacks, however, the inspired originality
of the previous LPs.

Pearl Harbor

By BRYAN POWELL
Pearl Harbor and the Explosions are a
San Francisco-based band who have just
released their first album, "Pearl Harbor
the The Explosions" (Warner Brothers
BSK 3404). Their musical style and influences are varied—reggae, disco, pop,
rock and roll, and jazz influences are
apparent. Led by 22-year-old female
vocalist Pearl E. Gates, The Explosions
are energetic and capable— their sound is
light fast paced, never staying in one
groove or pattern too long.
One song which shows a strong disco
influence is "Drivin" a brack which found
its way onto many playlists nationwide
after being released by 415 Records, a
small independent label. The song incorporates staccato group harmonies, and
is bass-oriented with mixed down guitar.
The result is very pop, very danceable,
and as urban as morning traffic jams.
More enjoyable than "Drivin" is the cut
that follows, "You Got It (Release It),"
which uses 60's pop harmonies (a la The
Beach Boys) to •give Jhe tune a bright,
springy leeffn^TroTyrlcs add to the effect: "Im feelin' good, and good about it..
"Another tune, "Shut up and Dance," has
a hectic rock and roll power chord
progression and would be more easily
classified as "new wave" than anything
else on the LP. .
"Up and Over," the final track on the
album, features a rock and roll beat with
an ascending rhythm pattern and wild,
rapid-fire lyrics. It's probably the most
successful cut on this album, despite its
prolonged closing.
The style of Pearl E. Harbor the The
Explosions would probably be unfamiliar
to many. The band uses a jerky, stop-andgo reggae beat for much of their material.
The unorthodox
rhythm
patterns
sometimes vary too much within a song to
be enjoyable.
The band's sound is undeniably modern,
and while the group seems to be extremely
talented and sounds as though they're
having fun on record, it is uncertain
whether their unusual style will catch on
with the American public.
However, if you like reggae, or disco, or
seek some alternative to rock and roll, you
might find Pearl Harbor and the Explosions a refreshing and enjoyable experience.
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BSA, theater department join for TurKe'
BY MIKE SHUTTY
Purlie Victorious is a
rugged, Georgia black man
who, having freed himself
from the wicked abuses of the
old plantation South returns
home. But this time he returns
as a devoted preacher of the
Lord with a clever scheme
aimed at freeing his kinfolk
sharecroppers who remain
bound by debt and ruin to the
cotton fields of the evil Cap'n
Cotchipee.
It is his efforts entangled
within a comical web of social
confusion and family conflicts
which set the stage of the
Black Student Alliance's
production of Ossie Davis'
popular broadway musical
"Purlie"
which
opened
Thursday night at GraftonStovall Theater
The production is the
culmination of the BSA's
efforts to raise the quality of
their
annual
theater
productions
from
the
organization's early variety
shows
to
last
year's
production of Brenda Carr's
musical, "We are the Children
of the World," which received
wide acclaim from all involved despite its anchorage
in Wampler's experimental
theater.
With enthusiastic help from
Madison's regular theater
crew and the Communications
department,
"Purlie"
is
predicted to become a
"milestone" for the BSA said
Billy Henderson, director and
vice president of the BSA.
"IT IS OUR first bis
Broadway show, and we'reeall
i
really excited about it,"
Henderson said. "It's really a
first, and despite the usual
heavy scheduling at GraftonStovall, we managed to get
booked without any problems.
I was worried at first 'cause a

show this size could not be
performed in Wampler,"
Henderson added.
When originally premiered
in March, 1970 in New York,
Purlie boasted an all-star cast
including
black
singers
Cleavon Little and Melba
Moore backed by a huge, fullpieced orchestra. Its grandiosity has required much
ingenuity on the part of the
students to scale down the
original
version
to
a
manageable size.
"We had a lot of problems,
and I lost a lot of sleep in the
early •phases," Billy Henderson reflected. "Working
with a large company is
difficult; it's hard to get them
all here at once due to conflicting classes and test
schedules, but that was before
spring break. Now everyone is
active; especially since we
came back, we realized we
only had two weeks to get it
together. I have no doubts
now," he added assuredly.
Much
of ' "Purlie's"
popularity among playwrites
stems from its musical emphasis
and
its
comic
liveliness.
For example,
during one of their climatic
confrontations the cottonpickin' crew cleverly flatters
the gullible and egotistical
Cap'n Cotchipee while interjecting humorous
backstabbing lyrics directed
at his shallow bigotry.
..SOMETIMES the script
speaks with a penetrating
seriousness convincing of the
hardtimes and sufferage of
the black plight only to jump
merrily into a robust song
decked in the spirit of the
rural south. Its story is deeply
rooted in the ethnic traditions
of the black culture.
"We wanted to be musical,"
Henderson explained. "We
have realized that much black

* Buffett
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Cast members left to right are Lynda
THE SPIRIT of the rural South counters
Poole, Jim Hay hurst and Derrick Payne.
the hardtimes of the black plight in the BSA's
musical
production
of 'Purlie*.
Blending music, ethnic
stubborn and self-assertive
tatent here at Madison has
origins
and a fine cast,
brother
who
insists
that
remained untapped. We've
"Purlie"
promises to be an
"there is more than one way
got a lot of good singers," he
entertaining production while
to
skin
a
cat"
and
this
is
added.
marking new heights for
bound to cause some trouble.
The main cast included
Madison theatre.
Blending
music,
ethnic
Melvin Clark in the title role
"Purlie will be presented
origins and a fine cast,
as Purlie and Jim Hay hurst as
March
20-22 at 8 p.m. in
"Purlie"
promises
to
be
an
the ol' Cap'n with whom he is
Graf
ton
Stovall.
Tickets are $2
entertaining
production
while
at odds. Lynda Poole portrays
for
JMU
students
and S3 for
marking new heights for
Lutiebelle, a child of decepthe
public.
Madison
theatre.
tion instrumental to Purlie's

(Continued from Page 14)
to the Ayatulla Khomieni and
New Wave Rock brought lusty

of alcohol.
What remains hard to understand is Buffett's musical
appeal. The man, quite

'Nothing could make up for a mix mastered
by a son of a son of a deaf man*

:.

from the crowd.
Drifting
back
into
adolescence, Buffett
recounted his days in a
Catholic High School, where,
"the girls wouldn't give it up
unless you were on the football
team "
It was nothing but a big
party, and Buffett was the
host, chief entertainer, and
master of ceremonies. The
crowd was nearly rioting from
the start, yet amazingly they
would sit and quietly listen as
Buffett
performed
"Le
Chanson pour les Petits En
fants," a lovely little lullaby
which he wrote for his
daughter.

■.«*»
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JimmyJBuftett.

What amazed no one was
that the most popular song's
of the night would be "Why
Don't We All Get Drunk and
Screw," a ditty which needs
no explanation, and "God's
Own Drunk," a drawn out
accoustic blues which related
the mis-adventures of one of
Buffett's characters with a
still, a bear and various forms

'simply, does not play rock and
roll. Is it his lyrics, which in
many instances deal with

getting blown away and
getting it on with a total
stranger, certainly a popular
college pas-time'' Or is it the
escap ism which permeates
every aspect of Buffett's
lyrics? Or do people really get
into Carribean music? If so
why don't they like reggae?
What is obvious is that
Jimmy Buffett tied up his boat
at Godwin Hall and entertained the people .for two
hours. Despite everything
else, on that level the show <
was a success.

* Summer
(Continued from Page 15)
wide-ranging.
The
instrumentation and production
on this album, though at times
too slick and over polished, is
certainly adequate. However,
when conpared with other
groups which do disco music.
Donna Summer and Co. lack
the much needed versatility of
superior groups like the
Commodores, or Earth, Wind,
& Fire, the one-track approach of this album's music
is honorable, but not really
beneficial. There is very little
sign of growth in the music of
Donna Summer, and perhaps
the fault is not entirely her
own. You can be sure that as
long as the straight disco
formula works, Cassablanca
Records will encourage her to
do more of the same. And

ceratainly to this point, the
formula has been working
very well financially, Summer
has had great commercial
success releasing singles
which
sound
incredibly
similar. The Bee Gees were
famous for this. Where are
they now? Obviously, they are
very wealthy, but their music
is no longer important (many
feel it never was).
Without branching out from
such purely mercenary attitudes as those which
characterize practically the
entire
disco
movement,
Donna Summer will also fade
from the spotlight. Hopefully,
as disco gives way to the
resurgent rock and roll
movement, she won't restrict
herself to disco.and will seize
the opportunity to become a
more complete artist
■
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Greek little sisters do chores, make friends
By BOBBY GIRARDI
In this age of woman's
liberation, one might think it
would b difficult to find girls
who seek out males and
willingly cook, clean, decorate
and occasionally sell themselves as slaves for them—all
absolutely free of charge.
On the James Madison
University campus, however,
and on most college campuses
in America, one only has to
look as far as the nearest
fraternity little sister.
The majority of fraternity
organizations here host a little
sister program, composed of
girls usually not officially
affiliated with the Greek
system. Little sisters' main
duties, besides performing
small chores, collaborating on
service projects, and lending
a helping hand to new pledges,
lies in befriending the "big
brothers" assigned to them
upon being selected by the
fraternity.
While some hold that the
little sister performs more
duties for their big brothers
than are ever returned ' to

them, according to Tau Kappa
Epsilon little sister president,
Janie King, the relationship
between themselves and the
Greeks is a reciprocal one.
"We do a lot for the guys,"
she said, "but they do a lot for
us too. They send us flowers,
they buy us presents when we
graduate, and most of all they
are our friends."
While it is true that being a
little sister usually req uires
the girls to spend a lot of time
at the fraternity house, by no
means do they become Greek
"groupies," but rather exist
on equal terms with, the
brothers, King added.
"You help the guys do
anything they have to do,"
claims Twila Alcott, a newlyselected little sister. "We set
up for things, clean up around
the house, but it's not really
work."
The selection process for
little sisters is pretty much the
same for all fraternities, and
usually involves the girl's
attendance
at
enough
fraternity parties for the
brothers to realize that they

&• iJtricr
want her to be around.
"It's the girls who just sort
of hang around down at the
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house," says Kappa Sigma
brother Randy Bascham
"They become familiar with
the fraternity members and if
they want to become a little
sister, they undergo a pledge
period of 30 days and are then
voted on. Each must be approved unanimously by all
brothers." This process was
until recently a very informal
affair, but at some fraternities, it is undergoing a
change. A semi-formal rush
program is now the custom at
TKE and Pi Kappa Phi, where
organization is being imposed
on the fraternity brother's
little sisters.
According to sophomore
Anne McHale, who is pledging
to be a future little sister, a
main reason for the popularity
of little sister programs is that
they offer a taste of fraternal
camaraderie to those girls
who have neither the time or
inclination to join a sorority.
"I think a lot of girls want to
be little sisters," said McHale,
"because they don't like the
snobby sorority scene, but still
want to participate in Greek
life." She further sees many

WITH FRENCH FRIES ONLY $2.99
WITH SALAD BAR ONLY $3.49 SANDWICH ONLY $249
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girls becoming sisters not only
for the relationships shared
with the brothers, but also for
friendships that emerge with
fellow little sisters.
McHale further notes that
little sister organizations are
beginning to u surp the place
traditionally held by sororities
in the eyes of campus females
as well as in the hearts of
fraternity brothers. Many
little sister groups are
beginning to take on some
sorority-like activities such as
rush programs and dues
collecting. In fact, the TKE
little sisters are working to
become
a
chartered
organization by next year,
according to King.
"We've been trying to meet
the requirements," she said,
"like writing out bylaws.
We're getting organized."
Currently their organization
has elected officers, ventures
planned totally separate from
their associated fraternity
and budget of $500. "We do a
lot of things independently,"
King continues, "we go out to
dinner, we organize service
projects."
Although little sisters have
become an accepted part of
the overall Greek system,
they may be regarded with
suspicion by some students. A
complaint expressed by little
sisters interviewed was being
stereotyped by non-Greek
students.
"You're always prone to
wonder," admitted one independent JMU student, "just
what services those girls
provide for the frat brothers.
You get to know a girl, suddenly she becomes a little
sister, and wham—you never
see her again. It's like she was
swallowed up on Greek Row."
This attitude is vehemently
denounced by little sisters.
"There are a lot of vicious
rumors circulating," said
Alcott. "The rumor for TKE
was that you had to have five
guys on your 'record' to
become a little sister and then
that it went up to seven
because of inflation. And there
are even some girls who
believe that."
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S*rv*d from Medium Rare to Wall Don*

Any form or conditions
Also buying coins (64 & before and
Kennedy halfs 1970 and before )
jewelry, pocket watches, flatware.

Available
5 10 Daily

NEED MONEY?
Turn that unwanted High School
ring into instant cash.
Food so good
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•Served Cove.ed with Au Jus Sauce
•Baked Potato or French Fries
•Toasted Grecian Bread
•Salad Bar
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A brief look at what's happening around the nation, around tho world
Villagers killed?
Who pays windfalls?
Troop photos

. i

PESHAWAR,
PAKISTAN
(AP)-Soviet
forces are believed to have killed hundreds of
villagers in their offensive against Moslem
Serrillas in Afghanistan's Kunar Province
rdering Pakistan.
"We have good reason to believe that several
villages were completely destroyed and
hundreds of persons were killed in the Kunar
Valley," a Pakistani military officer said
Tuesday.
He said Soviet airborne troops, helicopter
gunsbjps and tanks opened the road along the
valley floor, but made no attempt to drive the
guerrillas from the mountains between the
Kunar River and the Pakistani border.
"In fact, they probably do not have enough
men to attempt such an operation," the officer,
who declined to be identified, said.
He said the guerrilllas remained in control of
every mountain pass leading from Kunar
Province into northern Pakinstan despite the
Russian offensive in the region, which began
March l.
"The guerrillas are very good fighters, but
they have neither the sophisticated weapons
not the military organisation they would need
to resist the Soviet airborne troops," he said.
"At present it looks like a standoff, at least in
Kunar. The guerrillas can not drive the
Russians out and the Russians can not suppress the insurgency with out bringing in very
substantial reinforcements."
Some 80,000 Soviet troops were sent into
Afghanistan in December in an attempt to
crush the Moslem rebellion that broke out'
when the communists first seized power in
Afghanistan in April 1978.
Western analysts believe the Soviets have
suffered 4,000-5,000 casualties, that the 100,000man Afghan army has been cut in half by
desertions and casualities, and that the
Russians may have to bring in another 20,000 to
70,000 troops.

'Monster hit'
MIAMI (AP)- It was a "monster hit"-perhaps
the nation's largest-and whoever walked out of
the Miami jewerly store with as much as $8
million in gold knew his trade, and insurance
investigator says.
"Sophisticated crime? Hell, this is almost a
masterpiece," Richard F, Andrews said
Tuesday. "Nobody even knew the place was hit
until about 2:45 Sunday afternoon."
Miami police and the FBI asy they don't
know much about the theft at the Trendline
Jewelry. The store's owner also owns a
company that lost $790,000 in precious metals
last week at Miami International Airport,
Andrews said.
The robbery is history's largest gold theft
and the biggest robery of any kind ever in
Florida, he said.
"I've never heard of any gold theft biggeranywhere," said the investigator for The
Jewelers' Mutual Co.
"I've been in this business a long time and
I've handled a lot a big theft cases, but this one
is *!c.*already. We' re talking gold worth close
to $8 million on the retail market. Even is you
were going to sell it all on the scrap market the
value would be |5 million." *
A $100,000 reward was offered for information leading to arrests and convictions.
Andrews said his only clue was a trail of blood
he noticed along the wall and floor in a hall.

MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet press recently
released its first photographs of Russian
.troops in Afghanistan and declared in a
lengthy report that their presence was warmly
welcomed
by
Afghan
citizens.
The Soviet army newspaper Red Star
published two photos and a report on the
troops' activities. One photo showed a smiling
young Afghan with his arm over the shoulder
of a Soviet private. The second showed a
"warm meeting" atop an armored vehicle
between Soviet soldiers and civilians in
Hairhana near Kabul.
The report did not give the number of Soviet
troops in Afghanistan, estimated by Western
sources at 80,000.

Cut drug aid?
WASHINGTON (AP)-Several drug treatment
experts are criticizing the Carter administration and Congress for considering
cutting aid to drug treatment facilities while
the government is forecasting a "tidal wave"
of heroin traffic from Iran, Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
Monsignor William B. O'Brian, chairman of
the Therapeutic Communities of America, said
Tuesday the government's own drug trafficking reports predict and increase in the flow
of heroin from the three countries that will far
surpass heroin trafficking in the 1960s and
1970s. This time, however, marijuana smoking
middle-class youth, who largely escaped
heroin addiction in earlier times, are likely to
be the chief victims, he and his colleagues said.

Interestratehik.es
ROANOKE (AP)- Virginias who borrow
money for automobiles appliances, home
improvement and second or third mortgages
will face a wide open, upward-moving range of
interest rates this summer.
Just before adjournment last Saturday, the
i960 General Assembly took last-minute action
to abolish maximum interest limits charged on
such loans by banks and savings and loan
institutions.
Such rates now are in the neighborhood of 13
to 14 percent.
Was what the assembly did good or bad?
Reaction is mixed.
"Do you really want people to be able to
borrow money?" asked Mark Saurs, president
of The Virginia Savings and Loan League.
"Being able to borrow money at high interest
rates is better that not being able to borrow
money at low interest rates."
Proponents of the bills which passed both
houses and now go to Gov. John Dalton for his
signature, to become effective July l-argued
that the absence of interest rate ceilings would
spur competition and that rates could come
down as well as rise.
But state Sen. Dudley Emick, D-Botetourt,
opposed the bills in the Senate, saying financial
institutions would bestow .£> reduce interest
rates if their money supply suddenly became
cheaper."
"They're not going to be in the lead on that
kind of thing because it's just contrary to their
best interest," Emick said. "I just disagree
that competition will take care of the body
public."

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senators are
weighing one of the unanswered questions
about the proposed "windfall" tax on the oil
industry: whether the $227.7 billion ultimately
will come out of the pockets of consumers or be
absorbed by the major oil companies.
"The people feel the major oil companies
will find some way to pass it on to consumers,"
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan.. said Wednesday as
the Senate began final consideration of the
compromise tax bill. A major task of
proponents of the tax is to convince Americans
they will not have to pay it, he added
"The burden of the tax will fall entirely on
the oil producers and royalty holders," said
Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La., manager of the
bill
"Of course the tax will be paid by consumers," retorted Sen. Mallcolm Wolfop, RWyo.
The senate apparently will have several
days to ponder the question since an oil state
bloc led 6y Sen. Henry Bellmon, R-Okla., plans
to extend debate in an effort to force the
convening of a new Senate House conference
committee. That group's hope is that a new
committee would write a compromise that
would mean less taxes on independent oil
producers.
Bellmon and hos backers refused to allow an
agreement that would have set a day to end
debate and take a final vote of the bill, which
already has passed the House.
The tax was proposed by President Carter to
win political acceptance of his plan to remove
federal price controls from U.S. crude oil.
Decontrol will cost consumers an estimated $1
trillion more in the 1980s than with controlled
prices. This $1 trillion is what is called the
"windfall."

Carter spurs talks
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter is
stepping into the lagging Palestinian
autonomy talks to try to spur a settlement and
to head off a distracting West European
diplomatic drive.
European and Arab pressures were building
on the United States and Israel when Carter set
up separate meetings here for mid-April with
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem Begin.
The Europeans, led by France, were lining
up
to
support
Palestinian
"selfdetermination. The British, meanwhile, were
quarterbacking strategy for a new U.N.
Security Council resolution to promote a
Palestinian homeland.
And Arab governments, while boycotting the
peace talks, were exerting their own quiet
pressures for an autonomy plan acceptable to
the 1.1 million Palestinian Arabs now living
under Israeli supervision
The often-unspoken factor in the minds of
both the Europeans and Arabs now on the
sideline is oil: The Arabs have it and the
Europeans need it. The effe^^i*.,to,isolate
By resorting to summitry again, Carter is
both blunting these drives—at least temporarily—and putting his prestige on the line.
The May 26 target date for an autonomy
plan, only two months away, is an informal
deadline set a year ago by the president, Sadat
and Begin.
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Innumerable petty fees add to GeneralFund
By JULIE WILBER
It's the beginning of another
semester. Your tuition and
board are paid and what little
money remains is tightly
budgeted. However, unless
thatbudget includes provision
for the innumerable small
fees and fines likely to arise
during the semester, you'll
probably have problems.
James Madison University
charges its students for such
necessities as dropping or
adding a class, replacing a
lost ID and registering an auto
in addition to fines for overdue
books, parking violations, and
judicial offenses. Although
many of these charges may
seem
unnecessary,
if
abolished, the cost of tuition
here would rise, even for those
students who never dropped a
class or turned in an overdue
library book, according to the
assistant vice president of
business affairs here.
THE MONIES from many
of these charges go into the
Education in General Fund,
William Merck said. The fund,
one of two budgets used by
James Madison University,
covers the costs of all
academic and administrative
operations. The other budget
consists of self-supporting
enterprises, such as health
services,
intercollegiate
athletics, residence halls, and
the Warren University Union.
The Education in General
Fund is in part funded by tax

money collected by the state
of Virginia. The rest of the
fund must be provided by
JMU with the bulk coming
from tuition and fees, Merck
said. Other fees such as
library and parking fines,
transcript, add-drop, and
diploma fees make up the
remainder of the fund.
Money collected from these
minor fees becomes "part of
the pool," Merck said. "None
of it is earmarked for a
specific purpose."

FOR LOST books, the
library
charges
a
$3
processing fee in addition to
the cover price of the books. It
costs $7 or |8 to acquire and
catalog a new book, according
to Marcia Grimes, loan services librarian. The charge is
eliminated if a student brings
in a new book to replace the
lost one. The $3 processing
fee, while not refundable, is
not retained by the library.
Like library fines, most of
the $5 add-drop fees go into the
Education in General Fund,
Wayne Brown,
assistant
director of records said. But, a
portion of the money pays for
the bookkeeping and labor
involved. "Students just don't
realize how many hands that
add-drop form goes through,"
he said.
Food Services is a selfsupporting enterprise not
covered by the Education in
General
Fund.
Money
collected from new ID fees
pays for new ID cards from
Rochester, New York. It costs
Food Services $450 to have a
new ID card made, according
to Hank Moody, contract
dining manager.

THE ENTIRE fund is
deposited with the state
treasurer to file credit of
JMU. Checks Jor payroll and
other bills are'deducted by the
state treasurer,'from JMU's
fund, which no other school or
state organization is entitled
to use.
One percent of the money
coming into the university is
from gifts for scholarships
and grants. This amount is
deposited in a local bank
account, rather than the state
account, Merck added.
While the money from fees
is used only by the university,
the money's presence is not
clearly felt. Jerry Caswell,
coordinator of public services
for
Madison
Memorial
Library, said that although
more staff time is spent on
accounting for overdue books
than in the past, "not a cent"
of the fine money is retained
by the library.
_

STUDENTS who get a
temporary ID still pay $5. If
they find their old ID, they are
refunded $3. Food Services
retains the other $2 to pay for
bookkeeping and for the film
for photos accompanying
temporary IDs.

Judicial fines, like Food
Services fees, do not contribute to the Education in
General Fund. Fines for
minor offenses range between
$5 and $100. All money
collected from these fines
goes into a short-term loan
fund, which is also funded by
the
Student Government

Association.
"There's no way the
university is profiting from
these fines," said Dr. Al
Menard, associate dean of
students. A 30-day interestfree loan is offered for
students who have an immediate need of cash up to |7S,
be said.

police report
These
incidents
were
reported by James Madison
University police for the
period February 27—March
Petit larceny and possession
of burgulary tools. A JMU
student reported seeing two
suspicious men sitting in a
parked car in Z-lot at approximately 10 a.m. Feb. 19.
Upon investigation police
discover a 5-gallon gas can
and a siphon hose. Arrested
for possession of burgulary
tools and petit larceny were
Lloyd Lotton Dickenson, 21, of
Dayton and Roger Lee
Trainer, 30, of Broadway.
Indecent exposure. A male
student was arrested on
March 18 around 1:30 for
indecent exposure along
Greek Row.

Driving under the influence
of alcohol A non-student was
arrested and charged with
drunk driving.
Drunk in public. A student
and a non-student were
charged in seperate in
cedents.
Theft. An off-white couch
was reported stolen from the
lobby of Cleveland Hall between 7 and 8 p.m. on March
14.
Fifty dollars in cash was
reported stolen from a locked
locker in Godwin Hall on
March 15 between 11:30 a.m
and 1 p.m.
Vandalism. Three trees
along Duke Drive were
vandalized on March 16. Two
of the trees were cut by
knife, and one was struck byf
an automobile. Damage wi
estimated at $350.
:
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The Breeze Is Now Accepting Applications For

Editor, Managing Editor
and Business Manager
for 1980-1981.
Applicants for Editor and Managing Editor must have worked for
The Breeze in an editorial capacity for at least one semester and have
taken at least six hours of journalism courses or the equivalent.

't>

. s

Persons applying for Business Manager must be familiar
with The Breeze business organization and have taken at
least six hours of business courses or the equivalent.
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ALL CANDIDATES will be
interviewed by The Breeze Publication
Board. Positions are paid on journalism
scholarships. Written applications and
requests for information may be directed
to TheresaBeale, Editor.
Deadline is Tuesday, March 25.
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Tennis teams win eight in early season action
Duchesses'realistically9
strive for winning season

Freshmen and
v veterans form
men's top combo
By DENNIS SMITH
The
James
Madison
University men's tennis team
upped its record to 8-3 with a 54 win over Washington & Lee
University Tuesday here.
Top-seeded freshman Mark
Michel (Falls Church, Va.)
improved his season mark to
7-3 with win over the
Generals' Jackson, 6-2, 6-4.
Michel is one of three frosh
making big contributions to
this year team. Billy Dashiell
(Norfolk, Va.) has raked up a
8-3 record while playing at the
third
and
second-seed
positions.
The freshman
defeated the Generals' Lovell,
7-6, 6-2.
Freshman Gary McManis
(Vienna, Va.) has also performed well at the fourth and
third-seed positions collecting
a 7-5 record. Tuesday he was
defeated by W&L's fourthseed Costine, 7-5, 7-5.
"We have some freshmen
who impressed me with their
play in the fall," said JMU's
coach Jack Arbogast. "Most
of out freshmen had tournament experience before
they came to JMU that's
important."
The Dukes only return three
leUerman off last year's 11-10
team.
Sophomore
Mark
Snead, junior John Witt and
senior Dave Rigotti will be
called on to give leadership to
the freshmen, according to
Arbogast.
Second-seed Snead js 8-3 on
the year. Tuesday Snead
easily handled Sharman of
W&L, 6-3, 6-3.
Witt, playing at the fifthseed position, lost to Gaker, 57, 6-3, 6-4 Tuesday. He has
reached a 7-5 mark thus far.
Rigotti is also 7-5 including a
loss to the Generals' Denny, 16, 6-0, 6-3.
In doubles play, Michelis ..topped JacksonWrrisT 7^6, 6-2, 7-6 in the topseed match. Snead-Dashiell
also took three sets to beat
Lovell-Gaker in the second
match, 64, 2-6, 6-2.
W&L's third-seed team of
Sharmon Costine beat Witt(Continued on Page 21)

By DAVID PARKER
"As a coach I should be optimistic, but I've also got to be
realistic," stated women's tennis coach Maria Maierba. "We
play some very tough schools and I'd have to say that we are
looking to be 500 or better."
The Duchesses are indeed hovering around the 500 mark as
their current record stands at 8-7 overall.
They recently won three and lost three matches on a week-long
trip that swung through Florida and Georgia.
The most recent defeat was at the hands of Georgia Southern
who topped the Duchesses,6-3, in the final match of the six game
trip.
Leading JMU was freshman Ann Perkins who took a straight
set victory in the five-seed singles spot.
Perkins is surprising everybody as she continues to win.
currently sporting a 15-0 record this year.
"This is my fourth year coaching here," commented Coach
Maierba, "And no one has gone undefeated for that long of a
stretch in dual matches."
.

'Weplay some tough schools and
we are looking to be 500 or better*
»..e doubles team of Perkins and Patti Owen is fairing rather
favorably as they hold down a 12-3 record thus far. while manning
the second doubles spot.
As far as this coming spring season is concerned. Coach
Maierba is not necessarily looking for a top notch record, but
rather a steady team that will fair well in the state tournament
"Your record has no effect on how you do at the state," explained Coach Maierba. "Any team knows that the most important thing is to prepare for the state tournament."
The Duchesses will be facing some stiff competition this season.
They will host PennSiaJtf. William and Mary, Virginia Tech and a
few other schools in^Ctmrrnament that is to be played in April.
According to Coach ftlalerba. this tournament should prove to
be a real challenge, as'the Duchesses have never beaten Penn
State and William and Mary while Maierba has been coaching.
One feature that the Duchesses lack that the other Division I
schools have is athletic scholarships No player presently on the
JMU women s tennis team is currently receiving aid. although
three scholarships have been granted for the coming Fall season
Hopefully, this will bolster the James Madison University
tennis team for next year, but as for now the Duchesses have one
goal in mind: to fair well in the coming matches and then make a
good showing in the state tournament.
The Duchesses' third-seed Mary Perkins has the team's second
best individual record. 11-4. while second-seed Cathy Tyler
possesses a 10-5 mark thus far
Top-seed Heidi Hess is 4-9 on the year and third-seed Owens is 67 Rita Santarpia. JMU's fifth seed, has a 7-8 record
The Duchesses' next match is away at Mary Baldwin on
Tuesday

Bostic and Carnevale
lead golf in South
Knoto oy

JO*

bcnntcntniHirgar

JMU'S FIFTH-SEED DAVE RIGOTTI strokes a serve in action
last weekend. The Dukes won three matches on Saturday and
Sunday to up their record to 8-3.

ets9 64)
By DAVID HERRELL
In his return to the mound
after an injury cut his season
short last year, Mark Dacko
shut out the Keydets from
VMI6-0 today at J. Ward Long
Field.
For the game Dacko gave
up just three hits, while
striking out twelve and not
allowing a runner past second
base.
"I still feel I can pitch much
better than I did today. To tell
you the truth. I'm pretty
disappointed about my per

V-' rj;?. no ■•'..?■■/.<.< ■

formance My fast ball wasn't
working and I relied on my
curve and other stuff," Dacko
said.
The Dukes got on the
scoreboard early with three
unearned runs in the bottom
half of the first. After two outs
Lorenzo Bundy and Phil Titus
both reached base on errors
Russ Dickerson came to the
plate and roped a doubi ^own
the left-field line to b.
in
both runners. Jeft^ Cempre
then dribbled a slow roller
down.. the. first base, ,line

Keydet catcher Rob Preddy
threw wildly to first allowing
Dickerson to score
Dacko encountered his only
inning of trouble in the top of
the second when he allowed
singles by the Keydets John
Friend and Andy Woolwine.
..v but pitched out of it by getting
Preddy to bounce to second
JMU went through a hitting
lapse from the second to sixth
innings. They were able to
manage just two base runners
(Continued on Page 21)
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BY RICH AMACHER
The
James
Madison
University golf team completed a scheduled fourtournament Southern road
trip placing tenth in the Iron
Duke Classic this past
weekend at Duke University.
The Dukes were snowed out
of thfcii»f irsi fouriiatneiu.»"JMLv
was originally to participate
in the Coastal Carolina Classic
the first weekend of March.
Then inclement
weather
forced the cancellation of the
final 27 holes of the 54-hole
Pinehurst Invitational.
Senior Jeff Bostic and
sophomore Mark "Moose"
Carnevale helped place the
Dukes in their final tournament when they fired threeround scores of 220. and 221
respectively.
Bostic achieved par at 71 in
final .rpypd.»a,c,tjQn>,a.fter first

and second-round marks of 76,
and 73. Carnevale. whom
coach Drew Balog termed the
most consistent golfer during
the trip posted rounds of 73. 72.
and 73.
"We played real well as a
team and I am pleased with
the results. I couldn't have
rfsked r„. c belte. tournament**"
from both Bostic and Carnevale," said Balog "We had
to play up to our potential to
finish where we did," he
added.
Oklahoma State won the
tournament with a team score
of 1066 They also shot a final
round 349. six under par
"The Iron Duke Classic and
the Pinehurst Invitational are
two of the major tournaments
in the country 1 think they .
offer a good cross section of
(Continued on Page 21)
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'Youth-oriented JMU fights for national berth
1

We hope to make up for our youth with enthusiasm and hustle•

By DAVID TEEL
The James Madison University
Duchesses lacrosse team begins the
1980 season as a youth-oriented squad
that will garner its experience from
game situations.
First year coach Dee McDonough
says the lack of experience may
hinder JMU in its tougher contests.
"Matches
against
teams
like
Maryland and William & Mary will be
difficult," McDonough stated, "But
we hope to make up for youth with
enthusiasm and hustle."
McDonough inherits the lacrosse
program from Janet Luce, who
guided the Duchesses to a third-place
finish in the state tournament and a

trip to the national playoffs in 1979.
JMU had expected to fare better in
the state competition but was upset by
Virginia.
Returning to the nationals will not
be an easy task. This year's tournament to qualify for national play.
"After our players gain the needed
experience, we hope to peak for
tournament time," McDonough said.
JMU will rely on a nucleus of about
15 players, according to McDonough.
She cites defense as being a team key
with Kim Anderson, Sally Cramer and
Brenda Heck expected to lead the
unit.
On attack the Duchesses will try to
push the ball upfield as quickly as

possible. This up tempo can have
positive results but McDonough
stresses that it can't be forced.
"We have to know when to settle
and work for the good shot," McDonough said.
The quality of sensing the situation
may come from Cara Eisenberg, a
junior transfer from New York.
Eisenberg is a rarity for JMU in thai
she has lacrosse experience outside of
high school. She has competed on club
teams as well as sectional sqauds.
Joining Eisenberg on attack will be
Diana
Bridgeforth
and
Erin
Marovelli.
McDonough
foresees
Eisenberg as more of a scorer with
Marovelli controlling the offense and

looking for assists.
Between the pipes in goal for the
Duchesses will be sophomore Cindy
Schoerer who has no varsity experience
Before taking the reigns at JMU,
McDonough coached at Georgetown
University and Longwood College.
She is a 1973 graduate of JMU. She
believes that to improve the program
JMU must do more recruiting of top
caliber talent. This effort will certainly be enhanced by the fact that
lacrosse scholarships will be awarded
next season. The Duchesses opened
their season yesterday at Lynchburg.
Results were not available at press
time.

* Dukes
(Continued from Page 20)
on during that period.
The reason the Dukes were
unable to get anywhere at the
plate was the off-speed stuff
VMI hurler Jeff Davies was
throwing. Davies had the
Dukes lunging at anything
near the plate and cause-JMU
pop-outs to the infield and
short fly balls to the outfield.
It wasn't until the seventh
inning that JMU finally got to
Davies. After lorn bocock
walked and was picked off at
first everything went down
hill for Davies. He then
walked Duke left fielder Ron
Romano.
Jeff Kidd stepped up to the
plate and lofted a short fly ball
to right field. VMI right
fielder Woolwine misplayed
the ball and dropped it. but
second baseman Steve Barger
picked the ball up and threw
Romano out at second for the
second out of the inning.

A DUKE BASERUNNER
IS OUT BY A NOSE AGAINST VMI Weden-

Pnoto by B«t«y Ptrdu*
sday. But, JMU more than nosed out the
Key dels, 6-0. to move to 5-2 for the season.

Dickerson led off the inning
with a towering blast down the
left field line for his first
homer of the year.
After Cempre and Dennis
Knight both grounded out,
shortstop Bocock smacked a
blast of his own to left center
for his first homer of the
season and gave the Dukes
their final margin of victory.
For Dacko, it gave his a 1-0
record and dropped Davies
record to 0-1 for the Keydets.
Dacko's next scheduled start
will be next Tuesday at
George Mason.
With the win the Dukes
upped their record to 5-2 on
the season with their next
game Friday at home against
Blooms burg St.
Other notes on the Dukes:
Russ Dickerson and Jim
Knicely kept their hitting
streaks alive at seven games.
Of Dicker-son's thirteen hits
this season, nine are for extra

After Kidd stole second, Jim
Knicely ripped a base hit to
left to give the Dukes a 4-0
lead after seven.
The scoring wasn't over for
JMU The Dukes scored their
last two runs in the eighth.

bases. Against VMI all of the
Dukes runs were knocked in
by
Rockingham
County
residents, Dickerson-, from
Harrisonburg, had one, and
Tom Bocock, from Dayton,
had one. The Dukes have two
consecutive shutouts.

said freshman Jimmy King is
an outside possibility.
,The team competes next in
the U.S. Naval Academy
Invitational April 4-5. From
there they travel to the W&M
Invitational of which they are

the defending champions.
The W&M tournament will
feature a rematci, of-the »•««».
teams and should be a good
preparation for the state
tournament to be held April 12
and 13.

*Golf
(Continued from Page 20)
the country. Oklahoma State
is
ranked
number
one
nationally and Oral Roberts is
ranked third," commented
Balog
Wake
Forest
captured
second place, twelve strokes
off the pace set by O.S.. with a
1078. Oral Roberts claimed
third at 1079
The Dukes finished ahead of
four other Virginia schools
competing. The University of
Virginia posted a 1136 to place
lam. while' Virginia Fech
edged out Old Dominion by a
stroke to place 18th with a
score of 1148. William and
Mary climped in at 23rd with a
1182
JMU finished a stroke
behind Coastal Carolina with
a 1182 to place third in the
Fripp Island Invitational held
March 6-8. Florida Southern
won the event with a team
score of 1159
Bostic. who leads the team
with a 75.4 average, finished
fourth in the individual
standings. He shot rounds of
80. 73. and 77 for a total of 230

Carnevale (75.8 average)
and Barry Wirt (77.6) contributed to the Dukes' success
with scores of 234 and 235.
"Wirt is not at the top of his
game, but he will be there,"
said Balog.

Again JMU finished ahead
of the other Virginia schools
participating.-The (nam?C£*t*i
victorious over ODU, W&M.
and Virginia Commonwealth.
JMU posted a tenth place
finish in the weather shortened Pinehurst Invitational.
The University of Maryland
shot a 508 to top the 18-team
division.
Freshman Tim Lyons had a
one-round score of 74 to lead
the Dukes.
Through the Dukes easily
toooed Virginia's Division I
scnools Balog expects a tight
race for the State title.
"After two rounds at the
Iron Duke Classic we were
only one stroke ahead of UVa.
The state tournament will be
only two rounds. It will all
come down to who plays well
in the tournament, he said. "I
think it will be between us,
Virginia Tech, arid UVa,"
added Balog. JMU has at least
three, possibly four players
with a chance to win the state
individual title according to
Balog.
He cited Bostic.
Carnevale and Wirt with all
having a good shot. He also

* Top combo
{Continued from Page 20)
Kigotti in three sets. 4-6, 6-3, 64.
The team won three matches at home last week. The
Dukes
defeated
Virginia
Commonwealth University,9O. and West Chester State, 6-3,
last Saturday and then beat
Christopher Newport, 8-1, on
Sunday.
McManis and Rigotti'each
compiled 3-0 records in
singles play last week. McManis won the top singles
match
against
Virginia
Commonwealth and was 2-0
in fourth singles competition,

while Rigotti won the singles
match aga inst VCU and was 20 in sixth singles competiton.
Dashiell and Snead were
both 2-0 in singles competition
last week. Snead won both of
his matches in second singles
competiton and Dashiell both
of his in third singles records
for the season.
The Dukes are scheduled to
play four matches this week.
JMU played Washington &
Lee University at home on
Tuesday and will play at Old
Dominion
University
on
Thursday and at William &
Mary on Friday. The Dukes
return home to play Scranton
University on Sunday.
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Students, faculty discuss issues
"We don't want to rock the
boat; we don't want to throw
any stones."
This is how Dave Martin,
Student Government *
Association president,
describes
the
SGA's
relationship with faculty at
James Madison University
Martin's remarks, as well as
addresses
by
university
President Dr. Ronald Carrier,
other administrators and
faculty and student government senate members,, were
brought together in the annual
Student-Faculty Senate
Forum held last week in
Chandler Hall's Shenandoah
room.
Administrators, faculty and
students gathered in informal
groups to discuss several
prearranged topics designed
to air their views on a variety
of issues. The topics included
the honor code, student and
faculty responsibilities.
philosophy of learning and
general studies, the intellectual and academic environment, and growth at
JMU.
"I thought it went well,'1
said SGA senator Al Wilner
who attended the event. "But

next time, 1 think we'll need a
lot more time in discussion
groups and I think it should be
expanded beyond only senate
members and include more
regular students."
Students
and
faculty
separated into discussion
groups then adjourned for
dinner after a 45-minute open
discussion. All participants
finally regrouped for committee reports and a short
speech by Dr. Thomas
Stanton, vice-president of
academic affairs.
Stanton indicated that the
main
objective of
the
university should be to
promote morality. "We want
to teach what is right and
wrong," he said. "In a sense,
we are in the business of
providing morality."
Kevin Rack, Honor Council
president, also addressed the
gathering. Rack reported that
the Honor Council's major
emphasis in the future will be
to encourage students to turn
in honor code offenders.
"Eighty-five percent of
students indicated that they
do want an honor code," Rack
said. "Twenty percent of
students find the honor code
effective as opposed to 11

University Market

12oz. 12pk.

All cartons of cigarettes
Pepsi Cola

16az.

I

I
l
l
I

Mew York Style Pizza
* *Best Prices in Town* *
-—--—Large

-Medium

Small

Cheese

(--4.00

3.50

2.75

1 Topping

"4 75

1.25

3 25

-—5.50

5.00

3.75

"^T"

4ffl

2 Toppings

:--

3 Toppings.or moreV-

"•■»

50 Off Any Pizza
with coupon
offer expires My2
$.60 cents a slice
STEAK SUBS $1.70 plus extra for topping
CIRO'S EASY CARRY OUT
778 E. Market
433-5375
Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00-12:00
Friday, Saturday & Monday 11:00-1:00am

BULL YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE!

1/2 mile E. of 1-81 on Port Rd.
J
434-9188
Molson Golden Ale 12oz. 6pk. 2.85
Schlitz

percent in 1977, but only five
percent indicated that they
would report an honor code
violation."
Rack added that the Honor
Council had about 25 honor
code convictions this year, but
the council's activities were
not well enough publicized. In:
the future, the council will
consider
publicizing
the
details of each charge, he
said.
Barbara
Fox,
faculty
member representing the
academic environment
discussion group, reported
that students were concerned
that academic pursuits are
not emphasized strongly
enough at JMU.
"There was a feeling among
members of our group that
JMU is a party school," she
said. "But there is a body of
students who are interested in
academic pursuits."
Fox added that an openness
in the classroom also is not
readily apparent at JMU. "In
the classroom, professors are
met with an abundance of
blank faces and silence," she
said.

r

3.59
,. 4.09

8pk. 1.09pl.dep.

ALL B£BRA1fiW770rV£D BELOW ARE
$1.49foral2oz.6pk.
Schaefer, Schmidts, Schmidts Bock,Piels
Light, National Bohemian and Old German
"YourD/scourf Beer Store"
NO One Does If Betfer

##

ALONGSLEEVE^
SHIRTS
BASEBALL HATSReg. $6.95 NOW$4.00
JMU NYLON JACKETS
NOW AVAILABLE AT
434-3690

e*

Bull your way through college with a six-pak o< Schlitz Malt
Liquor The great change-ol-pace drink with a taste that has
it all over beer Perfect when you want something to go with
special times, like after the parfy. belore the party and. of
course, during the party
But whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schhtz Malt Liquor Because when it comes to great
taste, we've always made the grade

SCHLITZ MALT LI0UOR.
DON'T SAY BEER SAY BULL!
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iyii>[a LUL^gMroca H7gwir§>
Butch & Sundance
ThcEarlyDays

Sunday March 23
7:00 P.AA.
G/S Theatre Free!!!
Take a study break.

n.<**,.- ..

Don't Miss JAMES BOND in MOONRAKER
March 24&25
G/S Theatre 7:30&10:00p.m. $1.00u/U)

Center Attic
March 27
Allstars& billy Wirtz
Tickets go on sale March 20 UPB 3.00 w/I.D. $4.00 public office

Find
The Lost World

JACK WHITE

KINGS DOMINION

Billards Expert

March 29
$12.00 includes
admission & traits poi^uffcrr**
Deadline March 24

Exhibition

*

Friday March 21
Noon
South Ballroom
VV, i" .' WW»« ** < \t*v».
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Classifieds
For Sale

By Tom Arvis

Roommates
LG/My'3 &0r TtUO TERM'

TYPING SERVICE: Over 10
yean experience; dissertations, theses, etc. 80 cents
Sr page, you furnish paper.
11 Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

*»0 A 80OK-REPoRr/ttL

TYPING: Professional
work, new IBM equipment,
thesis, resumes, manuscripts,
term papers, etc. 433-8685
days.
FOR SALE: Two Combo
Organs Please call 433-0356
after 5 p.m.

I .

MEN'-WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American. Foreign.
No
experience
required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information
SEAFAX, Dept K-2, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
98382.

W/ MATS H-5

By Mark Legan

Wings

'VMy'to so,yoK
ID/OT|

ForRent

y0M

OOST ft.\AklX)
THE

SUBLEASE
1 BEDROOM
APT.
IN
RICHMOND:
available as soon as April
10th. $230 per month, call
(804)747-6707 or write 9531
Crown Ct., Richmond, 23229.

Wanted
SUPERWALK: Each year in
America more than a quarter
million babies are born with
birth defects. Money raised in
Superwalks help
support
March of Dimes programs for
prevention of this. Come out at
10:00 a.m. at Godwin Hall,
JMU on Saturday, March 29,
for the 15-kilometer WALK.
Registration is at 9:00 the
same day. Pick up sponser
sheets at JMU, Wendy's,
Penney's, and all area high
schools. WALK!

Ermine

By Andy Black

"THE CAME OF &AC*GAW^M AU.

OTHERS KEEP l*»* OWB4,6Nl»iA "MCM
irt c«proAiMb THEIR.
OPfrjNEMT'A N»&l.WUAT,i YOU* *.TftATE£Y
NVAfltUS?

BETTER. ODC»

u*t to tver

TWW*.

t*o* COVERED-.

LOOKING FOR experienced
kayaker with good knowledge
of nearby rivers and interested in weekend or day
trips. Call Martha 434-9537.
INTERESTED IIS
TRAVELING
IN
GERMANY? For three weeks in
May with an Eurorail pass
and a Youth Hostel card. Call
Heather: 4812.

Lost

Madison man
Dear Student:
As you may have learned
from news accounts, the
executive committee of the...

By Scott Worner
-..University's Board of
Visitors approved an increase
in tuition, fees and room and
board on......

tiST AOAiNf EVER SINCE
THE UWIVCRSITV ADOPTED
THE NEW SLOftAN

..THEY'VE BEEN TAKING
IT TOO LirEMU-Yi

LOST: Silver chain bracelet in
Union, possibly near the post
office. Please call at 5559 if
found. Modest reward offered.

a*-

LOST: several pages of typed
class notes
on
teacher
evaluation. Urgently needed.
Call6552.
LOST: Keys on large brass
ring. Lost Thursday night at
Theta Chi or on RR tracks. If
found please call Jennifer 5911
or
mail • P.O.
3814.

Persorials
BRYAN BAG: finally, your
article! DR. MARK
BG AND GANG-only six <as
in three plus three) more
weeks. By the time you get
this it'll be less than that.
Please tell me you won't
throw me out if I don't get a
job—you can ditch me in some
unused, cold, hibernating
room like the porch or attic,
right? I miss you all and can't
waiUo,getout of .here. I0nly9
more issues) Love, MM.

3-11

YOKO: Well, here it is, the
night that I've been dreaming
of since January. Production,
and I'm going to be home by
midnight!
Hooray!!!!!!
Anyway, here's to Debris on
, Saturday (Personality Crisis)
and Twinkie Art on the rest of
the weekend. I LOVE YOU,
JOHN
TO.MIKA SORASS: Hope you
feel better: if I can help you
half as much as you helped
me, you'll probably will be
feeling great in no time!
LOVB.76. P.S.I tovetfN Y '

FIG
Happy
Birthday.
GUESS WHO
AT THE
BREEZE.
L.G.'s—please forgive me for
using the abbreviation, but I
still can't accept the fact that
your'e both taller than /hie'
Get psyched for April 12 and
I3th—I've got lots planned for
you guys. Can't wait to see you
as "college women " Love
your "big sis "
BE SURE to see Debris,
Saturday night at the Elbow
Boom. -ME -

DEAR JEWEL—This is a
letter, you best write me
back! We miss you and you
better start getting psyched to
come back to the USA
Charles City may still be
waiting for us, but I need to
hear your feedback! Take
care, write and get psyched!
Thursday night will be a long
one with plenty of talking. So
good to bitch at you first thing
in the a.m. on the phone—just
like old times' Love. Maur

IT REALLY IS IN THE
NUMBERS, but can it be in
the stars too—that way we'll
have double security1 Hope
your'e feeling better and I'm
thinking of you Love. Mo
Yo~ST-May your next 7
months be as fun as your first
That little girl from Eagle has
got her hot little hooks in you
for good Little D' we got to
get that boy drunk again, if
you know what I mean S.
(Continued on Page 25)

Classifieds
(Continued from Page 24)
TO ALL MY DEAR
FLORENCE
NIGHTENGALES:My
sincere
appreciation
and
gratitude has been eternally
extended to you for your
unending assistance
and
comforting sympathy during
my illness. ALWAYS, NOT A
K.Q.YET. '

THE

BREEZE,

Friday,

Doonesbury
YEAH.1HISIS
AWERSON
FOR PRESIDENT, UALTERMEARS,
A$SOClATWPf&.
MAYTHELP
TPLIKE10 SPEAK
YOU?

THE am-

am,pLEASE.
f

March

21,

1980.
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By Garry Trudeau
I'M SORRY, SIR, out YOU GET
BUTMR.ANDER- MEASTATESONJUSTWENT MENT. THEN?
HIS REACTION
MOUTFORHIS

ftn -SUm\-^ TOTHEPRlf MAM*

TM AFRAID WE
DONTHAVEA
STATEMENT YET.
WOWS LAUNDRY MY, SO
WERE ALL A
BTTBEHINQ.

LOOK, KIP, DO
YOUWANTTHE
INKORNOTTI
60TTAF/LEBY
3:30!

HOWABOUTIFI
GETBACKTOYOU
WITH AFRESH
EMERSON QUOTE?
\

WOULD
TTBEAN
EXCLUSIVE*

Happy Baby Aniversery- to

my newly clean-shaven roommate and "Beefers" S.
INCOMING
SGA
PRESIDENTS need extensive
experience
in
Student
Government
CHUCK
CUNNINGHAM has that
experience
Vote for him
on April 1.
FINALLY: A candidate who
avoids promising what cannot
be accomplished—CHUCK
CUNNINGHAM for SGA
PRESIDENT.
GUESS WHO: I've listened
to you for the last time!! I'm
going back to bottles that have
corks! Are you ready to take
me to dinner? The semester is
almost over.

A150, WHILE YOU
WEREOUT.BOTH
OF THE WIRE SERVICES CALLED..

..ANDTOTOP77OFF,
WALTER CRONKTTE
WILL BE COMING IN
TO INTERVIEW YOU

^
THIS EVENING! < ^g

Iras

ffio:
%

YES.SK. PRETTYAMAZING,
HUH? IT WAS ONLY A FEW
WALTER WEEKS AGO THE PUNDITS
CROUdTE? WERE CALLIN6 THIS CAHREALLY? PAI6N A POLITICAL.
FLUKE!
/
N,

WHAT
ARE THEY
CALLING
ITNOW?

SUSTAINED WHIMSY.
BUT THE IMPORTANT
THINS IS THEY'RE
N0TTON6,SIR. [xj
"" (XL

/

a-

S.GB
[.i—

WIZARD: What "incident"
are you wondering about?? I
can only think of one thing
which might have caught you
off gaurd what else did? You
better stay away from that
cheap stuff...it'll make you
suffer as you found out! Next
time that I have a headache
let's take another walk...in the
mountains. GUESS WHO

^^™^?i fi
t"\
WERE HE GOES AGAIN.
WEVEGOTTOGETHIM
WALTER, TO STOP TALKING IN
THE FIRST PERSON
WE'RE
PLURAL. /^3lp|
VERY
H£ASEP.

m

Lady: Happy 22nd. Hope we
\ both graduate. Love you,
Mister Fred

NOT70MENT7ON
fTSCLEAR THE THIRD PERTHATTHE
SON SINSULAR. BIMT
COUNTRY
PAW.GOTRY
,'■
IS READY TO SUP HIM
FOR JOHN
ANOTE.
\
ANDBSON'S

1
ALLTHEWAY.

To The Little Sisters of
SIGMA
PHI
EPSILON:
Thanks girls for the fantastic
dance at the Caverns last
Saturday night. We all had a
great time. THE BROTHERS
OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON

Werner's

DO YOUR HOUSEPLANTS
HAVE THC WINTER BUMS?

Party Package Store

TRIM BACK LICO/V GROWTH CAUSED
BY POOR WINTER LIGHT.

Snacks- Party Ice- Party Kegs
Thur-Sat

EXAMiMe POTS FOR WHITE SALT
DEPOSITS - REPOT-WE HAVE A

Budweiser
Budweiser

Busch Premium
TuborgGold
Pearl
Andecker

SELECTION OP DECORATIVE POT 8.
8EG«N A REGULAR SPRING FIIDIHO PROGRAM

"Natural Light"
"Bud Brew For You"
"PartyPac"

2.19
12/12

20*f S- MAIN

OA1I.V

9-S:9Q

2.19

12/12^ 3.99

"Go For The Fold'

1.69

"1100 Springs Brewed"

1.89

"Golden Brew" Premium

219

Old English "800" Malt Liquor Premium
Blue Ribbon LOngnecks

.7.99
5.99

Budweiser & Natural Light Longnecks case

7.99

915 s. Main St. Party Package Store

GREAT

PROUDLY
INTRODUCES!
THE
NEWEST
CATERING SERVICE
IN TOWN*
See us about planning your next party
Specializing in Fraternity, Sorority. Graduation,
and Any Special Occasion you can think of.
Stop in or call 434-2895 or 434-2809
51 Court Square 434-2809

434-6895
•, '.v.

•U)
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Viewpoint
On nukes

Happy anniversary

*

"••^s*
■<*

1980 campaign

k anyone a good choice?
By CHRIS KOUBA
In like a lion and out like a lamb, or visa
vena, March is traditionally a month of
changing weather The political weather of the
1W0 peudentlal campaign is equally predictable. The politicians themselves are easy to
predict, for their goals are career oriented: get
elected, or avoid defeat by not running. But it
is impossible to charter the shifting political
winds of voter opinion, and how they shape the
campaign.
Early last fall, Sen. Ted Kennedy held quite
an impressive lead over President Carter in
the polls, but now Carter seems the assured
winner. It seems doubtful that Kennedy can
regain his popularity, but Carter's domestic
policies are increasingly under attack, and
American hostages remain in Tehran and
Bogata.

By STEVE COOKE
The ever present campaign has forced me to
begin considering the candidates. Yes, I plan
to vote, because it's the American way to
express your opinion of how you think the
country should be run. Enough patriotic stuff,
the real reason I'm going to vote is to eliminate
one of the reasons I feel this nation has lost
some of it's rapport around the world: Jimmy
Carter.
Some may say one shouldn't criticize the
president in such times of trouble, but isn't it
likely he is at the root of it all? President Harry
Truman's infamous sign read "The Buck Stops
Here"—and that about sums it up. Others will
say he just needs time to get programs going.
He's had four years We re-elected good ole'
Tricky Dick for similar reasons, and look
where that got us.

At the moods of the voters continue to shift, the only two
winners appear to be Carter and Reagan
The Republican race is even less predictable. It seems that everyone has bad their
turn at being frontrunner, and the unusual
strategies are winning votes while the more
conventional surebet strategies are not
Ronald Reagan felt assured of his leading
status until George Bush upset him in the Iowa
caucuses, and John Anderson has in turn upset
Bush. Moat recently, Reagan has captured the
South, where Anderson wasn't on the ballot.
Anderson is playing the maverick politician.
His strategy is to tell the voters how be really
feels about the issues-moderately-and thus
attract most of the votes excepting the
staunchest Democrats and the most stalwart
Republicans. This is a good strategy in a
popular election, but it cannot be said how well
it will work within the party at the Republican
Convention.
John Connally and Howard Baker were two
conventional candidates who lost out despite
surebet qualities. Connally is an extremely
persuasive speaker, as is shown by the $10
million he raised for his campaign. Baker, too,
is a polished speaker, an exceptional television
campaigner, and has a reputation of honesty
from his role in investigating Watergate. But
both men failed to draw enough primary
support and have dropped out of the race.
The only thing that can be counted upon is
that nothing can be counted upon. Voter
opinion is constantly changing ana reshaping
the campaign. The best political weather
Section so far has been by Sen. Howard
ker, shortly after abandoning his quest for
the Republican nomination: "I haven't the
foggiest id$r oj.hftw tttS flection will end. "

President
Carter's
inflation-fighting
program is non-existent as the present nearly
20 percent prime lending rate would indicate.
His only major achievement is his energy plan,
which has not begun yet, so no one knows how
effective it will be. His promises of a balanced
budget sometime have yet to surface in any
programs. While HPwas'compaigning in 1979,
these types of promises sounded great, but
they're still promises, not realities.
That's why we need a new leader in
Washington. Among the most electable in the
race now would seem to be George Bush or
John Anderson. Ronald Reagan may be able to
carry the conservative Republican block, but
very few Americans are conservative
Republicans.
Jerry Brown is a candidate before his time,
and Teddy didn't realize how good the
American memory was, or how much high
morals mean to the American people.
If former President Gerald Ford decided to
run, he would be highly electable with his
experience and well-known reduction of the
inflation rate.
None of the three electable candidates, Bush,
Anderson, or Ford have shown any undesirable
traits, but no one in particular has shown
enough chutzpah to get my sole support yet.
My main point here is not to give support to
any particular alternative, only to make
Carter's undesirable side apparent to those
who always stay with the incumbent. This
incumbent hasn't done very much yet, and we
need an action-producing leader to direct us
"though the 80S.........,,...,

By ED CAMPION
This month will mark the first anniversary of the worst nuclear
power accident in U.S. history. So what better time than now for
the Carter administration and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to make two policy decisions which once again prove that
it is economics and not people's health and safety that dictates
government energy policy.
The first decision, by the NRC, is to give permission to Three
Mile Island officals to start venting radioactive gases into the
atmosphere. And secondly, the Carter administration has decided
to pursue the conversion of power companies from oil tocoal.
Both of these decisions come before any enviornmental impact
studies can be completed on the plans' possible effects. This is
especially disturbing in the Three Mile Island decision, since
residents have strongly opposed the venting of the gases, yet the
government has still given it the green light.
The dangers of Three Mile Island decision are quite clear.
Asking residents of Harrisburg, Pa., to subject themselves to
radioactive gases before an enviornmental report can be completed is like telling them they have to gamble with their health,
whether they like It or not
Obviously, no one is going to drop dead tommorow from the
gases, but what about the long range effects on the people,
animals, and plants of the area? Those questions can only be
answered by a careful study, and that is something TMI officals
are unwilling to wait for. There is little that people around TMI
can do, since Three Mile Island officals have the backing of the
government.
%
There is also little that can be done in terms of the coal decision.
Although the conversion is opposed by the Enviornmental
Protection Agency, there is almost no chance the EPA will be
able to stop the bill which will put the conversion into effect. The
bill, which is now in the Senate, is being backed by Senate
Majority Leader Robert Byrd, who is from the coal-producing
state of West Virginia The bill is also backed by the United Mine
Workers, the coal and utility industries, coal state legislators, and
the White House Coal Commission. Aganist all those
organizations, the EPA stands little chance of getting its point
across.
The point that the EPA is trying to make is that coal, while very
available in the United States, could only be used as a major fuel
supply for at most 30 years before it would damage the atmosphere.
This point has laready been made in a previous energy study
that the Carter administration asked for. Obviously Mr. Carter
does not believe in listening to facts when they go aganist his
economic policies.
The combination of these two dcecisions is going to produce two
things: A very small savings for the government, and a very big
clean up bill for the American people, with their enviornment
having been turned into a garbage dump. Who says the all mighty
dollar doesn't have any power? Look at the way it dictates
government energy policy.
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Readers' Foru
\

Boycott of company needed to save children
To the editor:
What would you say if I told
you that James Madison
University supports the killing
of children for profit? You
would, I'm sure, call me a
liar. But I lie not. The truth is
our dear institution does indeed support the sacrificing of
lives for money.

For the last three years
there has been a national
boycott imposed on the
products of Nestle' Company
and its subsidiaries. Nestle'
Company, a Swiss-based
corporation, in addition to the
production of regular consumer foodstuffs, also is the
largest
manufacturer
of

Greek party rules
To the editor;
This letter may not apply to
everyone, but I am going to
address it to the entire student
body at James Madison
University.
In regards to an open party
at a fraternity here at JMU,
there are a few comments I
think must be made.
First of all, there are a
couple of very simple rules
that should be understood by
those who are not in the
fraternity.
1. To gain entrance, one
must purchase a ticket prior
to the party; with the purchase of this ticket, one will be
given a ticket for entry and
your name will be put on the
guest list. The important part
of this transaction is that you
get your name placed
properly on the list. If your
name is not found on the list a'
the time of the party, you will
not be allowed to enter.
2. You must remember that
you are a guest of the
fraternity. It is with each
brother's dues that the house
is improved. Therefore, all
that we ask is that you respect
the house. This means no
snowballs thrown through the
house, no destruction of the
bathroom, and we ask that
should you choose to destroy a
ceiling, a bar or the floor, do it
at your own room, not at our
house.
If these two simple rules are
followed, there should not be
any problems at all.
We, the fraternity, will sell a
limited number of tickets so
as to keep the overcrowding
down to a minimum. We will
provide a place to have a
party, we will serve beer until
the taps run dry and we will
play music from the minute
you walk in until the moment
you leave. We are providing
all of these so that the
"students" can enjoy a parry
other than in their room or
suite. All we ask is for a little
respect for the brothers and
for our house.
Where,
then,
is
the

substitute infant formulas.
These formulas are peddled to
Third World nations (at times
sending salesmen disguised as
doctors or nurses) in the hopes
of creating a preference and
dependence of their formula
among uneducated* Third
World mothers.
The motive is purely profit.
Only an estimated 5 percent
of
all
women
are
Sysiologically incapable of
east
feeding.
Nestte's
persistent advertising is
directed only at attracting
ignorant and poor consumers.
Their claim that the formula
is better nutritionally could
not be further from the truth.
These formulas are made to
be mixed with water, and
water in underdeveloped
countries is usually very
unhealthy. Refrigeration is
also scarce, which increases
the development of diseasemany infants die. Also, the
money spent to obtain these
formulas increases a family's
poverty and contributes to the
malnutrition of all.
The milk from a mother's
breast is always nutritious,
provides needed antibodies, is
free of disease, and to the deep
disappointment of Nestle', one
does not have to pay for it
- Within the past year, the
boycott of Nestle' has gained
international support Yet
Nestle' has not altered their
destructive business practices. Subsequently, a bill
called the Infant Nutrition Act
has been introduced in
Congress
which
would
prohibit
the
deceptive
promotion of infant formula

problem?
Consider
the
hundred or so people who still
want to get in, and come to the
door without a ticket (which is
understood if you lost it) and
their name is not on the list.
Don't offer us money, we
can't and won't take it. If you
think we are making a profit
off of an open party, it's a
myth. If anything, we lose
money, but we are willing to
do so, so as to provide our
fellow students with a nice
place to have a party.
Don't try to tell us that you
knew a brother, dated a
brother last semester or any
other far-fetched story. First
of all, if we turn you away, it's
because you weren't on the
guest list. Secondly, the room
is probably overcrowded and
no other people will be admitted. Nobody wants to hear
your long-drawn-out stories.
Sure, there will be exceptions, but leave that to the
discretion of the fraternity
brothers. Remember, it is our
house, and it is our party.
Finally, and this is where
the trouble starts, if you are
told that you will not be
allowed to enter, don't argue
with us. It's no fun for us to
say that you can't enter.
Believe me, if we allowed
everyone to enter who came to
the door, it would be total
chaos.
Please don't argue, yell,
threaten or try to push you
way into the party. If you
wanted to go that badly, you
should have purchased a
tic!::' eerMeiv And.vif ..yt*j
missed that opportunity, we
are sorry. You will not be
allowed to enter the party.
Period.
If one or two drunk students
think they are going to push
their way in, they should think
again. Starting a fight with the
brother watching the dooriust
will not work. Remember,
there are 50 other brothers
standing behind him. And we
don't want any trouble.
In sum, I know this does not
apply to everyone, obviously.
In fact it probably applies to
s
very few students. But it is
something that must be said.
Again, remember to purchase
your ticket early and you will
be allowed to enter. And if you
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and regulate the sale according to real need.
For JMU to continue to
purchase the products of
Nestle' Company is to condone
their greed and support the
malnuMBfen and needless
death dHnfants.
It is a pat on the back of a
murderer.
We call on James Madison
University to reaffirm the
goals of a university which are
enlightenment
and
betterment of humanity. We urge
you to refuse to support
Nestle' by refusing to purchase their products.

The following is a list of
boycotted products of Nestle'
and its subsidiaries:
Taster's Choice,
Nescafe,
Neatea,
, Nestte's Quick
Nestte's Hot Cocoa,
Libby's,
Stouffer frozen foods,
Nestte's Crunch,
Choco'lite,
$100,000 candy bar,
Deer Park Mountain Spring
Water
™T
John Kaufman
United Church of Christ
Campus
Ministry

Winter ceremony?
To the editor:
Each year as graduation
gets closer, there are more
and more arguments about
how to conduct the ceremony.
Graduation en masse versus
individual has been debated
for the past several years.
According to a Breexe article
back in November, there are
now
more
December
graduates
than
August
graduates. So as a solution I
offer this proposal: have a
graduation ceremony for
December graduates. This
would shorten the May
ceremony but still give
recognition to the December
graduates when they graduate
(not five months later). It
could be a simplified and less
formal ceremony than the
May proceedings.
I will graduate next

Who says?

A gas tax will hurt the poor
disproportionate burden on
the poor people of this nation,
and fail to significantly
change the consuming habits
of the wealthy, to whom cents
«,jg "tyM^ar?
bia '■•:<' trail
Steven Palkovitz

December. Personally, I do
not know where I will be next
May. I can not see going
through the ceremony and
expense when I will already
have my diploma. Also, as I
understand,
presently
a
December graduate must
have an excuse for not attending May graduation. To
me, attending graduation
after you have already
graduated seems like a waste
of time and not at all as
meaningful as receiving a
diploma when I actually leave
JMU.
Sharon K. Bowers

Punk band
gets praise
To the editor:
A few weeks ago I attended
the debut performance of the
band Vendetta. The crowd
was small, but nevertheless it
didn't stop the band from
playing their hearts out By
the end of the evening
everyone in attendance was
thoroughly impressed. During
> the course of the evening, I
' talked to Kevin Crowley, a
Breexe staff reporter. He
advised me that he had been
assigned by Mark Sutton to
write an article about the
band. The next issue of The
Breexe came out with no
article.
I saw Vendetta again at a
party on Rock Street Many
people bad come to see them
and were undoubtedly enjoying what they were
hearing. Even some members
of JMU s own big beat combo.
Debris,
were
observed
pogoing away. Mr. Crowley
was in attendance, promising
an article forthcoming, but
again no such article has
appeared.
-I realize many people are
tired of hearing about Punk,
Skunk, New Wave, Old Wave
(what have you) type of
music. I'm not trying to raise
the "to Punk or not to Punk"
question again, but I do feel
that this band deserves some
recognition, for they have
given their all on both oc-
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Improving reserves best alternative to draft
Maintaining all-volunteer army seen as 'great financialburden*
■smo MMM e»fi-

By LOUIS EACHO
"Americans have always
had a tendency to believe they
are fighting the last war,
choosing to face their
problems only when the chips
are down."
"The time has come though,
where the United States will
have to face its problems,"
one of which is whether to
begin the conscription of
young Americans for ' a
peacetime registration.
This opinion, expressed by
Master Sgt. Theodore Goebel,
came
during
a
panel
discussion on the pros and
cons of selective service
presented
by
a
Communication Arts class at the
Warren University Union
Monday.
Building up the reserves in
the armed forces through
some sort of registration was
citecrby the panel as the best
alternative to registering for
the draft.
The panel consisted of
Goebel, a military science
professor here, Dr. William
Weber, a political science
professor here and Dr.
William Albright, an English
professor at Bridgewater
College.
WHETHER TO implement
a draft is simply a matter of
politics and economics, according to Weber.
When the draft was ended
by the Nixon administration in
1973 it was hoped to change
the military from a system
that represented "involuntary
servitude" to an incentive
program that would quiet the
protests over the Vietnam
War, Weber said.
Now the Carter Administration faces a situation
where it is extremely difficult
to attract volunteers "unless
they pay them more than $100
or $200 a month," Weber
added.

SPECTRUM
Comments on world issues

The three panel members
agreed that either an allvolunteer force or some sort of
draft registration will be
costly, so President Carter
and the Congress should
decide which alternative is the
most economical.
Last month the President

proposed a $13 million bill
implementing a peacetime
conscription of males between
the ages of 18 to 26. The bill
already had been voted down
by the House Appropriations
Committee which suggested a
much lighter registration
package, Weber said.
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•THE TIME HAS come where the United
States will have to face its problems.' Master

Sgt.. Theodore Goebel ■ said during- a. panel

discussion here Monday. A peacetime draft
needs to be implemented simply as a means of
protection, he added.

THERE SEEMS to be a
consensus in Congress that
beginning a program of
registration at a time when
the admin is tat ion is attempting to balance the
budget would be
uneconomical, Weber added.
However, all three panel
members
agreed
that
retaining an effective allvolunteer force also will
remain a great financial
burden.
Nevertheless, Goebel expressed a need to greatly
improve the quality and
quantity of the reserves
through
a
conscription
system. American active
forces could hold their own in
a war effort, he said, but it
would be an "uphill and difficult" effort without the
proper reserve forces which
were the determining factor
for the United States in
winning World War II.
Any type of draft legislation
without a national emergency
is going to cause resistance
similar to that of the late
1960s, according to Albright.
i The details of how college
students, women and even
moral objectors will be
treated in a registraton
process is sure to cause great
difficulties, he said.
Goebel saw little need for
concern
among
college
students to be included in the
registration process. "Some
kids are just destined to build
foxholes, while there has to be
someone to order them
around."
There would be no need,
Goebel explained, to put a
physics major into an infantry
situation when he is
able to make other contributi a -

NOT ONE panel member
could forsee the possibility of
putting women into positions
in the armed services that
would require combat duty,
although they agreed women
would eventually be used in
support roles.
Weber commented that
although he believes there is a
good -chance a registration
process will be undertaken
after the 1980 elections, he
does not forsee women being
included in this plan.
There would be no way that
Congress would authorize
legislation to draft women,
although the Supreme Court
will eventually override their
decision on the ground of
sexual discrimination, according *■*• . Webrr .The.
American male is just not
pyschologically ready to see a
woman in any combat role, he
said.
Goebel noted that women
can do better jobs than men in
several military roles such as
air traffic control and supply
positions. However, most
women have found it difficult
or even impossible to handle
simulated combat operations,
he said.
Although the whole idea
behind
implementing
a
peacetime draft has always ^
been unpopular in American *
history, it is something that
has to be done simply as a
means of protection, according to Goebel.
"It is almost frightening to
think about how powerful
Soviet military forces have
grown." Goebel said the
United States must realize the
fact that "if you prove you are
large enough; no one will ever
bother you."
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